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A B S T R A C T

This thesis pertains to industrial safety in relation to human-robot collaboration.
The aim is to enhance understanding of the nature of systems where
large industrial robots collaborate with humans to complete assembly tasks.
This understanding may support development and safe operations of future
collaborative systems.

Industrial robots are widely used to automate manufacturing operations across
several industries. The automotive industry is the largest user of robots and have
identified robot-based automation as a strategy to improve efficiency in their
manufacturing operations.

Recently, a class of machines referred to as collaborative robots have been
developed by robot manufacturers to support operators in assembly tasks. The
use of these robots to support human workers in an industrial context are referred
to as collaborative operations.

Presently, collaborative robots have limited reach and load carrying capacity
compared to standard industrial robots. Large/standard industrial robots are
widely used for applications such as welding or painting. They can, in principle
support operators in assembly tasks as well.

Two laboratory demonstrators representing the final results from a series of
research activities will be presented. They were developed to investigate issues
related to personnel and process safety while working with large industrial
robots in collaborative operations. The demonstrators were partially based on
manual assembly workstations that are currently operational and these manual
workstations exemplify challenges faced by the automotive industry.

Demonstrator-based Research, a methodology for collaborative research that
emphasizes development of demonstrators as a research tool, forms the rationale
for carrying out research operations presented in this thesis. An evaluation of the
laboratory demonstrators by industrial participants suggests an increased interest
and confidence in collaborative operations with large robots. The demonstrators
have served as a tentative platform for members from the industry to identify and
discuss manufacturing and safety challenges in relation to their organization.

A main outcome presented in this thesis relates to specifying requirements
for introducing robots in a human-populated environment. Introducing robotic
systems in new environments requires reconsideration of the nature of the
hazards particular to the domain. An analysis of the laboratory demonstrators
suggest that, in addition to hazards associated with normal functioning of the
system, limitations in human cognition must be considered. These results will be
exemplified and discussed in the context of situational and mode awareness.
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This is particularly significant considering the direction of present-day research
aimed at introducing robots across various industries and working environments.
In response to this trend, this thesis discusses the relevance of Interactive Research
and its emphasis on joint learning that goes on between academic researchers and
industrial participants as a valuable principle for collaborative research.

keywords Industrial Safety; Interactive Research; Industrial Robots;
Human-Robot Collaboration; Collaborative Operations; Human Factors
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D E F I N I T I O N S

Automatic Mode: Operating mode in which the robot control system operates in
accordance with the task programme.

Collaborative Operation: State in which purposely designed robots work in
direct cooperation with a human within a defined workspace.

Collaborative Robot: A robot designed for direct interaction with a human
within a defined collaborative workspace. (see ISO 10218-2:2011)

Collaborative Workspace: Workspace within the safeguarded space where the
robot and a human can perform tasks simultaneously during production
operation.

End-effector: Device specifically designed for attachment to the mechanical
interface to enable the robot to perform its task.

Hazard: Potential source of harm, where harm is defined as physical injury or
damage to health.

Industrial Robot: Automatically controlled, reprogrammable multi-purpose
manipulator, programmable in three or more axes, which can be either fixed
in place or mobile for use in industrial automation applications.

Operator: person designated to start, monitor and stop the intended operation of
a robot or robot system.

Protective Stop: Type of interruption of operation that allows a cessation of
motion for safeguarding purposes and which retains the programme logic
to facilitate a restart.

Risk: Combination of the probability of occurrence of harm and the severity of
that harm. Risk = Probability× Severity

Robot System: A system comprising robot(s), end effector(s) and any machinery,
equipment, devices, or sensors supporting the robot performing its task .

Situational Awareness: Situational Awareness (SA) is defined as the perception
of the elements in the environment within a volume of time and space,
comprehension of their meaning and the projection of their status in the
near future.

Takt Time: Average time between start of production of one unit till the start of
production of next unit.
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DRM Design Research Methodology
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

An introduction to the broad research agendas that influence current
manufacturing research is followed by an account of robots in manufacturing. The
challenges faced by the automotive industry are presented followed by the aim
and research questions pertinent to the thesis.

1.1 background

Industrial revolution is a term used to describe rapid technological development
and the effect of industrialization on society. The first era, from 1760 – 1820

(approx) is associated with mechanization of labor and the developments during
this era are attributed to the efficiency gains of the Watt steam engine. Coal
powered the steam engines that were the prime mover for mechanization in the
then dominant textile industry.

The second era (1830 – 1914) was characterized by acceptance of technical
systems such as railways, telegram and telephones. Petroleum and electricity
were introduced and proved their use as a motive force for vehicles as well as
factories. The later years of this era saw the invention of assembly lines that were
instrumental in manufacturing affordable transport solutions for the masses.

The third era (1945 – 1990 approx.) saw the development of technologies that led
to the development of computing (e. g. personal computers) and communication
technology. Over the last three centuries, there has been a significant increase in
the global population coupled with improved living and working standards

Schwab [1] predicts the fourth industrial revolution, an era characterized by
the merging of the capabilities of humans and machines. The expectation is
that technologies such as artificial intelligence and robotics will drive future
innovations. The development of technologies during these periods was governed
by contemporary paradigms that reflected societal goals and aspirations on the
one hand, and the current state of technology [1–3] on the other.

1



2 introduction

1.2 manufacturing agenda

This thesis contributes to the ongoing technology research in automation of
manufacturing processes. Automation drives efficiency, enables organizations to
deliver products that cater to a customer’s needs and meets societal goals. The
developmental trajectories of industrial automation are influenced by several
contemporary goals such as sustainability, improving the work environment and
minimizing cost.

Reduction or elimination of work related injury has been the goal for researchers
in ergonomic studies, human factors as well as human-machine interaction [4, 5].
The technological solution to improve the working environment is to automate
tasks that are considered dangerous, induce stress or can result in injury [4, 5].

Digitalization programs aim to revolutionize manufacturing by building upon
technologies that have revolutionized communication. Industry 4.0 is the umbrella
term to describe digitalization research activities and as noted by Schwab [1],
computer-based technology will drive innovation with substantial change in many
areas such as manufacturing, bio-engineering and sustainable energy.

Manufacturing flexibility and the ability to adapt to market fluctuations has
guided research in areas such as production, logistics and lean manufacturing
[6–8]. Researchers have presented taxonomies for flexibility and have proposed
technical and non-technical solutions to enable flexible and lean manufacturing
processes [9–11]. Industrial robots are seen as a key technological solution that
enables manufacturers to address contemporary challenges.

1.3 industrial robots

Since their invention in 1961, industrial robots have become prevalent across
several industries such as automotive, aerospace as well as food. These are used
to automate manufacturing operations such as welding, packaging. handling and
painting (see fig: 1.1).

By the end of 2016, it was estimated that there are 1.8 million industrial robots
in operation globally and IFR [12, 13] expects this figure to grow to over 3 million
by the end of 2020 [12]. The automotive industry is the largest user of industrial
robots with an estimated 125,500 units in 2017, which represents a yearly increase
of 21%. During the same period, the world average saw an increase of 31%, with
the highest growth in China which exceeded 50%.

Researchers aim to investigate the viability of new applications with industrial
robots that address challenges faced by manufacturers [15, 16]. Researchers
have demonstrated new applications with force-controlled industrial robots for
de-burring of cast parts [17], automated manufacture of carbon-fiber reinforced
plastics [18], and programming strategies to support the uptake of robots in small
and medium sized companies [19, 20].

These examples extend the applications of traditional industrial robots by
incorporating new technologies such as force-torque sensors, vision systems, etc.
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Figure 1.1: Industrial robots are widely used
in the automotive industry for welding and
material handling.

Figure 1.2: ABB Yumi [14] is a dual-arm
industrial robot designed to collaborate
with humans.

Speed, precision and repeatability are characteristics of traditional industrial
robots which are relied on by manufacturing firms and have made them
ideal technological solutions for various manufacturing operations [16]. These
characteristics pose recognized risks [21] and therefore they are installed in fenced
areas – referred to as robotic cells/workstations – with interlocking devices.

Physical fences with interlocking devices are an effective risk reduction strategy
as the source of hazard (e. g. fast moving robot) is removed by bringing the system
to a safe state. However, the installation of fences requires additional floor space
and eliminates the possibility of collaboration. In practice, robot integrators [22, 23]
are responsible for the development of robotic systems that are developed off-site
and integrated into manufacturing process, when requirements for function and
safety are tested, verified and validated [23–25].

Recently, several manufacturers have introduced robots that can sense their
surrounding. They are referred to as collaborative robots and can detect contact
on their structure (see fig: 1.2). They are expected to realize an inherently different
application compared to those discussed above, and such applications are referred
to as human-robot collaboration (HRC) or collaborative operations [26] (fig: 1.3).

HRC aims to synergize the abilities of humans and robots for the purpose of
improving the effectiveness of assembly operations [27–29]. The challenges faced
by the automotive industry, as discussed in the next section, demand flexible
solutions and collaborative operations have emerged as a suitable strategy.
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Figure 1.3: A suggestion from ISO 10218-2
[23] to label a collaborative workstation.

Figure 1.4: An operator fastening bolts
under the body of a car in the
final-assembly plant.

1.4 automotive assembly plant

An automotive plant that manufactures vehicles such as cars, trucks, buses etc.,
can be broadly generalized into three facilities [30, 31]:

1. The body-in-white (BIW) facility, where the components that form the chassis
are stamped and welded together.

2. The paint shop, where the welded chassis is painted and prepared for final
assembly.

3. The final-assembly plant, where components such as drive-train, wheels,
brakes, dashboards etc. are fitted to the chassis (fig: 1.4).

The ubiquity of manual labor as observed by the author in the final-assembly
plant are attributed to operational demands such as physical dexterity and
cognitive skills in terms of decision making and hand-eye coordination. It may
be noted that operations in BIW and the paint shop are extensively automated
with industrial robots used for material handling, painting & welding.

Advances in technology and stricter regulations are dictating design changes
to the vehicle, which affects the manufacturing process. There are several
ongoing design changes to a vehicle such as: 1. Improved aerodynamic efficiency,
2. Electrification of the drive-train and 3. New materials such as carbon
composites.

It was noted that automotive manufacturers strategically introduce these
changes concurrently with maturing technologies. To illustrate this point, a path
to full electrification for some manufacturers has been to introduce hybrid vehicles
– with internal combustion engines and electric motors – first and continue
development with a goal of producing a fully electric vehicle in the near future.

Evolution of an automotive product, with tentative but promising technology
(sometimes referred to as Incremental Innovation [2]), is a strategy for automotive
companies that competes in a globalized market. This incremental strategy
determines the changes in the manufacturing process of the automotive plant.
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In addition to changes brought about by advances in technology, end-users
seek customized products. These customizations are integrated into the vehicle at
various stages during production. As noted by Diffner [30], a significant portion of
the optional customization selected by the final-user is integrated into the vehicle
during final-assembly.

1.5 aim & research questions

Attempts at introducing automation to support operators in assembly applications
(e. g. cobots [32, 33]) have resulted in custom machinery that functions as
ergonomic support. Safety for operators with collaborative robots – robots
designed for collaboration – has been of significant interest for both practitioners
and the research community.

Researchers have proposed several technical solutions which include space
monitoring with 3D camera; path planning with vision systems and gesture
control for interacting safely with robots [34–38]. The solution space for the
majority of research emphasizes robots specifically designed for collaboration.

Large industrial robots such as KUKA KR210 [39] are widely used in industrial
automation and are designed to function with minimum human intervention.
They are referred to as standard robots [40], large robots [41] or manipulators [22].
The body of research that focuses on the application of large industrial robots
in collaborative operations is limited, though their physical performance can be
valuable in assembly operations [40].

Literature concerning large robots in collaborative operations has discussed
real-time safety system [40], speed and separation monitoring [42, 43] and
concepts for collaborative cells [44]. As discussed in section: 1.3, the safety
of systems with large robots is well-understood, with considerable practical
knowledge of non-collaborative operations.

This thesis aims to enhance our understanding of robotic systems where
large robots collaborate with humans to complete assembly tasks. This
understanding may support development and safe operations of future
collaborative workstations.

As noted earlier, final-assembly within the automotive plant is reliant on manual
labor. Collaborative solutions imply the introduction of industrial robots where the
working environment has been organized and designed for humans. In order to
plan and design a robot-assisted workstation in a populated environment, there is
a need to understand the constituents of a collaborative workstation.

RQ.I: What constitutes a collaborative assembly workstation?

The process of designing, developing and maintaining a safe automated
robotic solution is well defined and standardized. However, there is a lack of
understanding about issues related to safety in collaborative operations.

RQ.II: What are the relevant safety issues for collaborative operations
in automotive assembly plants?
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Safety in an automotive assembly plant encompasses a wide range of issues
that include organizational factors, security, laws etc. Therefore, this research
question can be further elaborated as follows:

RQ.II.A: What are the hazards when industrial robots are operated
collaboratively?
RQ.II.B: What are the safety solutions to mitigate risks associated with
these hazards?

1.5.1 Delimitations

As the definition of industrial robot indicates, a robot can take various physical
forms. However, a six-degree-of-freedom articulated industrial robot, a widely
used type of manipulator, forms the basis for discussions and demonstration.

Normal functioning refers to the sequence of tasks carried out by the system.
Procedures that accompany normal operations such as maintenance, production
ramp-up etc., were not considered. Additionally, systems such as laser scanners,
robot controllers etc., were expected to function as intended and the effects of their
failure were not considered during risk assessment.

Research was designed to showcase safety solutions in assembly applications.
The approach was to develop industrial-grade safety solutions in a laboratory
environment, whereas the assembly operations were approximated. That is,
prevailing research trends that included machine learning to avoid collision,
protective skins, rgb cameras, ROS [45] etc. were considered and were phased
out when minimum requirements on equipment and operating procedures were
developed.

The concept of change process (sec: 2.2) stems from Action Research and refers
to research activities (i. e. Action) applied in practice. In this thesis, the possibility
of practice-oriented action (introduction of robots in collaborative operations) in
currently functioning workstations is limited.

Practitioners expressed several reasons including: 1. insufficient knowledge
in identifying appropriate applications, 2. limited commercial vendors that
can deliver collaborative solutions and 3. limited understanding of return on
investment. Therefore, research was directed towards addressing the critical
challenge of safety, a feature that determines the viability of collaboration
operations with large robots.
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1.6 thesis outline

This is a compilation thesis and is composed of two parts: 1. A logical list of
chapters (fig: 1.5) that summarizes the results and 2. An appended list of articles
presented according to the date of publication.

Figure 1.5: Map of the chapters presented in this thesis.

This chapter has introduced the reader to industrial robots and automotive
assembly plants, followed by the aim and research questions pertinent to this
thesis. Chapter 2 will present the methodology that has guided activities to answer
the research questions.

Chapter 3 will present a frame of reference that will form the basis for
understanding and the interpreting results presented in chapter 4. Chapter 4

presents two laboratory demonstrators:

1. Hand-guided robots to assist in the assembly of a flywheel housing cover
(sec: 4.1) and

2. Robot-assisted assembly of under-body car panels on a
continuously-moving line (sec: 4.2).

In chapter 5, a model of a collaborative workstation is presented and is based on:
1. The demonstrators, 2. Literature and 3. Reflections & observations made during
the PhD studies. Chapter 6 will discuss the approach to research and elaborate
on the contributions to the research questions. Finally, section: 6.3 summarizes the
thesis by answering the research questions along with concluding remarks and
suggestions for future work.

Part two of this thesis consists of eight articles appended to support the
arguments made in this thesis. There are five (5/8) conference proceedings, one
(1/8) book chapter and two (2/8) journal articles. The following section briefly
discusses the relevance of each publication to the thesis and its contribution to
answering the research questions.

1.6.1 Summary of Appended Papers

For all the appended articles, the first author has been responsible for: 1. Defining,
planning and conducting research activities in collaboration with industrial
partners, 2. Research and preparation of the written material, and 3. Presentation
at conferences as needed. The co-authors have supported these activities to
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Table 1.1: Appended articles & their relationship to research questions (RQ).

Appended Articles

RQ I II III IV V VI VII VIII

RQ.I

RQ.II.A

RQ.II.B

varying degrees. Table 1.1 depicts the contribution of the appended articles with
the research questions (sec: 1.5).

Paper–I

Design Criteria for a Conceptual End-effector for Physical Human-Robot Production Cell;
Varun Gopinath, Kerstin Johansen & Åke Gustafsson; In Swedish Production Symposium;
Gothenborg, Sweden; 2014. [Conference Proceeding]

This article presents a concept for a collaborative workstation for the assembly
on a continuously moving line (RQ.I). The concept describes the placement of
the components in the workstation, robot and operator tasks and the interface
to support assembly operations. The article also describes a concept of a smart
end-effector that functions as a nut-runner and an interface device.

Paper–II

Risk Assessment Process for Collaborative Assembly – A Job Safety Analysis Approach;
Varun Gopinath & Kerstin Johansen; Procedia CIRP; Vol. 44; 199 – 203; 2016.
[Open-Access; Conference Proceeding]

A concept for a device to hand-guide an industrial robot is presented. This
device demonstrates the ergonomic and interaction function of the hand-guiding
tool and contributes to knowledge on how to safely undertake hand-guided
collaborative operation (RQ.II). The article also contributes to knowledge on the
nature of hazards (RQ.II) that should be considered while carrying our risk
assessment.

Paper–III

Safe Assembly Cell Layout through Risk Assessment – An Application with Hand Guided
Industrial Robot; Varun Gopinath, Fredrick Ore & Kerstin Johansen; Procedia CIRP; Vol.
63; 430 – 435; 2017. [Open-Access; Conference Proceeding]

A concept for a workstation where operators can safely hand-guide a robot to
assemble a flywheel housing cover is presented. The development was carried
out in collaboration with industrial participants and contributed to knowledge
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of the constituents of a collaborative workstation (RQ.I). Risk Assessment was
employed to manage risks during concept development and contributed to a better
understanding of the hazards pertinent to a workstation where large robots are
hand-guided for assembly operation (RQ.II).

Paper–IV

Risk Assessment for Collaborative Operation: A Case Study on Hand-Guided Industrial
Robots; Varun Gopinath, Kerstin Johansen & Johan Ölvander; Risk Assessment; Intech
Publishers; Chapter 09; 167 – 187; 2018. [Open-Access; Book Chapter]

The book chapter presents a laboratory demonstrator developed to showcase
assembly of a flywheel housing cover (RQ.I). The development of the
demonstrator provided insight into physical and cognitive requirements for safety
in hand-guided collaborative operations. These requirements relate to ergonomics,
safeguarding measures as well as human factors that can be considered while
carrying out risk assessment (RQ.II).

Paper–V

Demonstration of Robot-Assisted Assembly on a Continuously Moving Line; Varun
Gopinath, Åke Gustafsson, Stefan Axelsson, Micael Derelöv & Kerstin Johansen;
Submitted to Robotics and Computer-Integrated Manufacturing; Vol. xx; xxx–xxx; 2019.
[Open-Access; Invited article]

This article builds on the approach discussed in Papers III & IV and presents
results from activities carried out with industrial partners. It details a laboratory
demonstrator that meets industrial safety requirements for the assembly of
under-body panels on a continuously-moving line (RQ.I). The article elaborates on
the hazards of collaborative operations and discusses measures to mitigate critical
risks (RQ.II). The article also discusses the sequence of tasks (performed by the
operator) synchronized with the automation system that can enable operators to
safely assemble under-body panels.

Paper–VI

Demonstrators to Support Research in Industrial Safety – A Methodology; Varun
Gopinath, Kerstin Johansen & Micael Derelöv; Procedia Manufacturing; Vol. 17; 246 –
253; 2018. [Open-Access; Conference Proceeding]

This article details the methodological approach in developing the
robot-assisted workstations in collaboration with industrial partners. The article
contributes to validation of the approach and the demonstrator (described in
Paper III & IV) based on a series of interviews of members from the participating
organization (RQ.I).
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Paper–VII

Understanding Situational & Mode Awareness for Safe Human-Robot Collaboration: Case
Studies on Assembly Applications; Varun Gopinath & Kerstin Johansen; Production
Engineering, Dec 2018. [Open-Access; Journal Article]

This article evaluates the hazards and their constituents (presented in paper IV
and paper V) with the aim of identifying the underlying mechanism that can lead
to an accident. The contribution highlights cognitive factors (loss of situational
& mode awareness) must be considered in order to introduce collaborative
workstations in human-populated environment (RQ.II).

Paper–VIII

Development of Demonstrators for Industrial Safety – An Interactive Perspective; Varun
Gopinath, Micael Derelöv, Johan Ölvander & Kerstin Johansen; submitted to International
Journal of Occupational Safety and Ergonomics; 2019.

This article develops the methodological approach presented in paper VI
based on the two laboratory demonstrators. The article contributes to Interactive
Research with insights into practical challenges of this approach (RQ.I).

1.7 a brief history of industrial robots & safety

On June 13 1961, a patent related to automatic operation of machinery, considered
the first modern approach to robot design, was awarded to George C Devol Jr titled
Programmed Article Transfer [46, 47]. Joseph Engelberger and George Devol formed
Unimation, which developed the world’s first industrial robot called Unimate and
sold it to General Motors (1961).

The first industrial robot in Europe was installed by Unimation at Metallverken,
Uppsland Väsby, Sweden 1967. In 1974, ASEA (now ABB AB [14]) developed the
IRB 6 (fig: 1.6), which was the first all-electric microprocessor-controlled industrial
robot. IRB 6 is an articulated robot which possesses rotary joints and accounts for
majority of sales.

There have been several technological developments that have influenced the
development of collaborative operations. In an article published in 1996, Colgate
et al. [32] defined the term Cobot, referring to a system which manipulates objects
in collaboration with operators. These are passive machines and do not enhance
human strength (see fig: 1.7). That is, the steering of the Cobot is controlled by a
motor where the operator provides motive force to manipulate an object.

Intelligent Assist Devices are a class of machines that combines the passive
motion-guidance of Cobots with power-assist systems. These devices were based
on ideas presented by Colgate et al. [32], but can complement an operator’s
physical ability [33]. Presently, constrained motion or motion-guidance are
available in modern robotic systems and can be configured relatively easily. This
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Figure 1.6: ASEA IRB 6, the first
microprocessor-controlled electric
industrial robot.

Figure 1.7: A tricycle cobot with a
three-dimensional workspace. Picture
courtesy of Michael Peshkin [48].

is achieved using computer-aided control systems which permit elimination of
mechanical solutions.

In a PhD thesis authored by Townsend [49] in 1988, a technique for whole-arm
manipulation (WAM) was presented. The technique was intended to allow a
robotic arm to manipulate an object using the entire arm in addition to the
end-effector. The links of the manipulator cannot sense their surroundings but
infer contact forces based on torque at the joints [49]. This technique is still under
research to realize its initial objective, Although several robot manufacturers have
commercialized the principle of collision detection in the form of collaborative
robots.

Though robotic automation has improved manufacturing productivity,
personnel and process safety has been a concern for several decades [25, 50]. There
have been several documented fatal accidents as well as numerous injuries that are
often not documented [21].

During this period, an international effort to standardize safety features in
industrial robots took the form of ISO-10218 in 1992 and its development was
coordinated by several national standardization bodies. Currently, a majority of
installed robotic systems are operated within fenced workspaces, whose design
and development are shaped by suggestions documented in the safety standards.





2
M E T H O D O L O G Y

A description of the research approach designed to achieve the aim and answer the
research questions is presented. A presentation of the research orientation (sec: 2.1)
is followed by 1. Interactive Research (sec: 2.2); 2. Design Research Methodology
(sec: 2.3) and 3. Demonstrator-based research (sec: 2.4). These form the theoretical
basis for the approach presented in section: 2.5.

2.1 research orientation

The purpose of conducting research is to discover answers to questions through
the application of scientific procedures with the aim to find out the truth which
is hidden and not yet discovered [51]. Leedy and Ormrod (Chapter 1 [52]) define
research as follows:

Research is a systematic process of collecting, analyzing and
interpreting information (data) in order to increase our understanding
of a phenomenon about which we are interested or concerned.

This thesis can be characterized as qualitative research, which is primarily used
to gain an understanding of underlying reasons, opinions, and motivations [53].
It is also used to uncover trends in thought and opinion, and dive deeper into the
problem.

This thesis can also be characterized as Applied Research with a focus on
Technology. Applied Research aims at finding solutions to an immediate problem
facing society or a business organization [51]. Technology research places an
emphasis on the development of useful techniques for an immediate problem
[51, 52]. There are several definitions of technology and in this chapter, the
following definition by Nordin [54] will be used.

Technology can be seen as the activity directed towards producing
useful techniques for solving practical problems.

This activity involves research, innovation and refinement of techniques.
According to Nordin [54], Functionality and Usefulness are two qualities that a
technique must possess. The notion of being useful implies two conditions.

13
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1. In order to be useful, a technique must function as intended. That is,
functionality is a precondition for usefulness and this judgement can be
measured based on probability.

2. The functionality of the technique must be useful for some people. This is a
subjective condition and demonstrates a qualitative aspect of a technique.

As noted by Nordin [54], research devoted to creation of technique can exist over
a wide spectrum. One measure to quantify this spread is Technological Readiness
Level (TRL), which is defined on a scale from one to nine [55]. In this thesis,
research activities were directed towards TRL levels of less than six, which refers
to demonstration of systems/subsystems in a relevant environment [55, 56].

2.2 interactive research

The research activities presented in this thesis are directed towards addressing
industrial challenges and this approach is referred to as collaborative research.
In collaborative research, academic researchers and industrial participants
(participants going forward) collaborate in carrying out research activities to
address industrial challenges. In this thesis, Interactive Research (IR) is seen as an
approach to manage the complexity that arises when academics and participants
collaborate to create techniques that address industrial challenges.

As noted by Nielsen and Svensson [57], Interactive Research (IR) was developed
in recognition of deficiencies in collaborative research (specifically action research
[57, 58]), where researchers were solely responsible for several activities including
planning and executing actions, documenting the change process and maintaining
academic requirements. This places demands on researchers who may not be
equipped to carry them out within the permitted time-frame.

Figure 2.1: Illustration of roles & interests of the participants and researchers in
Interactive Research. Adapted from Svensson et al. [59].

To deal with issues related to efficiency, IR recognize the dual role of researchers
and participants but encourages division of labor. Svensson et al. [59] state that
the ambition of IR is to conduct research with participants who own the change
process. The change process is the introduction of new techniques that address
perceived industrial challenges. Figure: 2.1 shows the role of researchers and
participants in IR based on their individual goals.

Action and Interactive research does not represent a specific method and can be
understood as an approach to research. Svensson et al. [59] state that Interactive
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Research is characterized by a continuous joint learning that goes on between the researcher
and the participants. Joint learning occurs during the entire research process, from
the definition of the problems to the analysis as well as dissemination of the
results.

Table 2.1: Features of Interactive Research [60–62]. Adapted from Paper VIII.

Features Description

Division of labor Research operations are delegated between researchers and
participants based on expertise and interest.

Mutually beneficial
outcome

Researchers contribute to theory and method development.
Practitioners own the change process which facilitates
identification of practice-oriented problems and development of
useful techniques to solve them.

Issue of validity Interest in valid research is high for researchers and participants.
Participants with different perspectives emphasize different
aspects and therefore can affect the outcome.

Efficiency
in operation

Organizing joint-learning activities for knowledge gathering
and critical analysis. Researcher is responsible for organizing
events with the understanding that active participation in
various research activities results in continuous joint learning
for researchers and participants.

Ellström [61] discusses the notion of IR in terms of two interacting cyclic systems
driven by problems and issues particular to them. These are the research and
practice systems depicted in figure: 2.2 and show a typical model for knowledge
creation in IR [61].

As noted by Ellström [61], the interactive process is assumed to produce a
common conceptualization and interpretation of the research object, shown as a
shaded box at the intersection of the two systems, which is fed back as cognitive
input into the next cycle of problem solving activities.

Product and production innovation research projects that were carried out
interactively have been reported to:

• Narrow the theory-practice gap with emphasis on broader research results;

• Give researchers the role of moderators for companies to devote resources
to various research phases;

• Place additional demands on both researchers and participants as it requires
frequent communication between them [63].

The increased frequency in communication, according to Hermans and Castiaux
[64], is the mechanism by which tacit knowledge is transferred in collaborative
research.
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Figure 2.2: A model of knowledge creation through Interactive
Research. Adapted from Ellström [61]

2.3 design research methodology

Design Research Methodology (DRM) was proposed by Blessing & Chakrabarti
[65] in order to provide rigor in design research. They define design as those
activities that actually generate and develop a product from a need. In this thesis, the
activities are focussed on generating designs of collaborative systems that are safe
for use.

The need can be formally expressed as requirements and for a collaborative
system encompasses issues such as 1. Ergonomics of a hand-held tool
(e. g. nut-runners, hand-guiding tool), 2. Procedures for initiating a system for
production or maintenance.

DRM has been mainly associated with research on product development. It is a
systematic and iterative application of the following four stages (fig: 2.3 [65]):

1. Research Clarification – The researchers try to formulate goals based on the
current and desired understanding of the research object. This activity can
be complemented by literature review, interview.

2. Descriptive Study I – The researchers attempt to make a detailed description
of crucial factors that describe the current situation. To support this activity,
a detailed literature study can be undertaken along with specification of
success factors that can characterize desired results.

3. Prescriptive Study – The aim is to develop design supports to realize the
desired situation. They note that design support includes all possible tools
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of the iterative approach in Design Research Methodology
aim to provide rigor in design research. Adapted from Blessing & Chakrabarti
[65].

and methods that can be used to improve design. These are prescriptions,
suggesting ways by which design tasks should be carried out.

4. Descriptive Study II – The main focus is the application and evaluation of
the previously selected methods.

In this thesis, DRM is seen as an approach to systematically design a
demonstrator (see sec 2.4) supported by appropriate and valid design support,
which according to Blessing and Chakrabarti [65] is the purpose of design
research.

2.4 demonstrator-based research

Demonstrator-Based Research (DBR) is a multi-methodological approach to
research developed to address challenges faced by a manufacturing organization
[17]. According to Jonsson [17], DBR was inspired by two methodological
approaches. They are:

1. Industry as a laboratory [66] – The approach emphasizes close collaboration
between researchers and organisations to identify industrial challenges,
formulate research questions and develop solutions that offset the identified
challenges.

2. System development in information systems [67] – It was developed
to support multi-methodological research where the development of the
information system is the mechanism for knowledge production and theory
development. It is based on a framework where research activities, with
foundations on a body of knowledge, contribute back to the development of
the knowledge base.
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Figure 2.4: The multi-methodological approach to research with emphasis on
research activities centred on demonstrator development [17].

Figure 2.4 illustrates DBR, where the Industrial Challenge, Knowledge Base and
the Research Objectives form the basis for carrying out research activities. They
provide the rationale for the four different research stages with the Demonstrator
stage as the main source of information for conceptualization, evaluation as well
as feedback.

Björnsson [18] notes that a demonstrator can serve two purposes: 1. A platform
for experimentation to build new theories and gain insights into issues related to
research objectives and 2. A communication tool between the researcher and the
industry.

Jonsson [17] and Björnsson [18] also note that a demonstrator can be developed
in many forms such as prototype, virtual or physical demonstrators. They
also note that the development is iterative where the process might look as
follows: 1. initial specification based on research questions refined through
collaboration with the industry. 2. development of low fidelity demonstrators such
as scaled-prototypes or simulations. 3. These concepts can then be realized as
laboratory or physical demonstrators. The choice of form depends on the nature
of the research questions and what insights are sought from the demonstrator.

2.5 research methodology

This section discusses the methodological approach pertinent to this thesis.
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Figure 2.5: Time line for activities directed towards evaluating the possibilities for
establishing a collaborative robot-operator team in an assembly system.

2.5.1 Research Environment

The role of the researcher or the participants in activities such as developing
design support (sec: 2.3) or developing demonstrators (sec: 2.4) is not explicitly
stated. The assumption in collaborative research is that the researcher is primarily
responsible for these activities, whereas participants support researchers’ in
research operations.

Interactive Research assumes that knowledge and the ability of participants
can be valuable for these tasks and therefore encourages a division of labor. The
research operations relevant for this thesis were carried out interactively. That is,
the specification of tasks was developed through discussions and delegated based
on individual goals and expertise.

As noted in section 2.2, participants’ principle task is the identification of
industrial challenges, since they are knowledgeable in practical domain. These
challenges can then be redefined with discussions with academic researchers to
gain insight into state of the art solution strategies. These discussions resulted in
broad research challenges and formulation of studies directed towards addressing
them. Formally, these studies took the form of research projects ToMM [68],
followed by ToMM 2 [69] (fig: 2.5).

ToMM – Collaborative Team of Man and Machine (ToMM) was designed to
evaluate the possibilities and requirements for establishing a robot-operator
team in an assembly system.

ToMM 2 – ToMM was followed by ToMM 2, aimed at improving the TRL and
demonstrating solutions in a laboratory environment.

A laboratory environment provides an opportunity to test concepts and guide
the design towards a practically feasible solution. The research project consisted
of members from three automotive companies, one research institute and one
research university. The author is part of the research university and the research
projects were funded by Vinnova within the FFI (Fordonsstrategisk forskning
och innovation) program [70]. These projects forms the basis for the results and
discussions presented in this thesis.
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Figure 2.6: The methodological development of demonstrators to enhance understanding of
issues related to safety in collaborative operations.

Additionally, the author has been involved in the following research projects:
1. SCOR [71]was aimed at developing a model to facilitate identification and
selection of safety strategies for collaborative workstations. 2. SWEDEMO [72],
a project aimed at introducing collaborative robots for automating application of
sealants in aircraft structures. Participation in these projects has contributed to
validation of the results presented in this thesis.

Figure 2.6 depicts the research approach taken to understand the challenges
faced by the industry and to develop demonstrators to address them. It attempts
to illustrate what Ellström [61] refers to as waves of understanding and problem
solving for research participants whose ambition was to address safety-related
challenges in collaborative operations with large industrial robots.

The path to understanding the problem and finding solutions can be understood
as interactive (sec: 2.2), where both researchers and participants carry out the
activities (presented in the following sections) together with an emphasis on
joint-learning.

2.5.2 Case Studies & Data Collection

A case study is a research method that includes procedures & tools and is used to
investigate a contemporary phenomenon in its context. A unit of analysis defines
the case and aids researchers in determining parameters that explain the nature
of the phenomenon under investigation [73].

A case refers to currently operational assembly workstations that are introduced
by participating organisations based on their individual challenges. The cases are
1. Assembly of flywheel housing cover (sec: 4.1.1), 2. Assembly of under-body
panels (sec: 4.2.1) and 3. Assembly of a dashboard [74].

The normal operations of an assembly station were studied to understand how
participants interact with a workstation. A two step strategy was undertaken, first
to describe the essential constituents of an assembly system and then to explain
the interactions of these elements. Yin [73] describes these as exploratory and
explanatory case studies.
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Direct observation of the workstation during normal functioning permits
the researchers to document the interactions of the operators with various
elements of the workstation. There were observations on the sequence of tasks,
logistics of the part from the storage to the workstation, part geometry and
dimensions, equipment to support assembly operations, and how these sub tasks
are arranged for efficiency. In addition to manual assembly cells, automated
robotic workstations were observed and studied in parallel with the case studies.

A deliberate and frequent dialogue with various stakeholders, whose
daily responsibility is to maintain a productive and efficient plant, has
allowed researchers to validate observed phenomenon. These dialogues can be
characterized as semi-structured interviews with potential benefactors of the
research results.

The interviewees (operators, line managers, maintenance engineers) [52] can
clarify and complement the observed data with insights that are not easily
perceived during observation. Additionally, this presents an opportunity for the
researchers to: 1. communicate the intention of their presence and the purpose of
the research, and 2. perform the assembly of a part which has allowed the author
to understand the nuances of assembly operations.

A literature review (academic articles, safety standards, equipment
documentation) forms a theoretical basis that permits researchers to interpret and
discuss findings gathered during observation and interview phases. Additionally,
it allows researchers to identify knowledge gaps and contribute to academic
development [75].

Review of safety standards such as ISO 12100 [76], ISO 10218-1/2 [22, 23] allows
researchers to: 1. interpret current workstations under observation; 2. prescribe
requirements for personnel and process safety; and 3. select, evaluate and design
equipment viable for industrial use. Training on machinery (e. g. programming
robots) and process (risk assessment) provides deeper insights on requirements
for the functioning of industrial systems.

Trade shows (e. g. Automatica – Trade fair for industrial robots) and workshops
at robot manufacturers can be seen as state of the art studies that allow the research
team to gauge development trajectories of the manufacturing industry. These
venues demonstrate off-the-shelf solutions that encourage discussions within the
research team.

The data collection activities, augmented by scientific/practice knowledge,
aid in understanding the problem and are the foundation for formulation of
research activities to develop demonstrators that address challenges faced by the
organization.

2.5.3 Demonstrator Development

As noted by Blessing and Chakrabarti [65] (sec: 2.3), the conceptualization phase
overlaps with activities for understanding and formulating research questions and
can be attributed to the pragmatic research purpose. That is, activities devoted to
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developing concepts raise questions about the nature of the problem and parallel
actions might be needed to address it.

The case studies and conceptualization of solutions was carried out during
ToMM and development of physical demonstrators were carried out during
ToMM 2. Based on the concepts, two cases (assembly of FWC and UBP) were
selected for further investigation by developing them as laboratory demonstrators.

Laboratory demonstrators demand resources in terms of time and technical
expertise. Therefore, two separate working groups, composed of members from
the research project, were organized to develop the demonstrators. The author
participated actively in both groups. The objective for the working groups was
to develop demonstrators that showcase industrially viable solutions that meet
current safety practices. Workshops, organized by the author, were used by the
groups to plan and discuss relevant issues.

Workshops facilitated activities such as: 1. Project planning (driven by
participants) to determine the tasks and the responsible, 2. Developing design
requirements for demonstrators 3. Selection of appropriate tools (e. g. Risk
assessment) and 4. Identifying lack of expertise and actions to tackle this issue.
These frequent workshops provided opportunities for the members to learn,
understand and clarify the research object. Paper VIII discusses the role of
researchers and participants in the development of demonstrators.

Student projects were employed to methodologically develop concepts, evaluate
designs and develop demonstrators (sec: 2.3). This provided the students with
an opportunity to engage with the research team and contribute with problem
solving and product development skills. The author and the participants have
been responsible for: 1. Specifying student projects; 2. Mentor/supervision of the
students and 3. Analyzing results from the student projects.

Paper VIII discusses the application of the presented research approach (fig: 2.6)
and it is further discussed in chapter 6, while the outcome of the research work –
interactive development of demonstrators – is presented in chapter 4.
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F R A M E O F R E F E R E N C E

A frame of reference is presented to support the interpretation of a safe collaborative
assembly workstation.Beginning with a presentation on automation & safety, this
chapter details industrial robots, practices in industrial safety and a description of
an assembly workstation.

Figure 3.1: Knowledge domains to support interpretation of a safe
collaborative assembly system.

3.1 automation

This section attempts to characterize automation and presents design issues and
approaches to address these challenges.

3.1.1 Characteristics of Automation

Automation is the use of control technologies that enable machines to carry out
tasks automatically [77]. Operators are responsible for ensuring that machines
function as intended and this role, referred to as supervisory control, places
humans in control through interaction [78]. In its simplest form, interaction
between automation and humans occurs [79] when it is necessary to 1. Start &

23
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Table 3.1: Level of Automation (LoA) taxonomy. Adapted from Sheridan & Verplanck [78].

no. description

1. Human does it all.

2. Automation offers alternatives.

3. Automation narrows alternatives down to a few.

4. Automation suggests a recommended alternative.

5. Automation executes alternative if human approves.

6. Automation executes alternative; human can veto.

7. Automation executes alternative and informs human.

8. Automation executes selected alternative & informs human only if asked.

9. Automation executes selected alternative & informs human only if it decides to.

10. Automation acts entirely autonomously.

stop the system, 2. Specify the goals & tasks and 3. Recognize the system state
through feedback devices.

The nature of interaction can be more complex and is dependent on the
functions that will be automated or carried out by humans. Sheridan & Verplanck
[78] introduced the Level of Automation (LoA), (see table 3.1), which is a
hierarchical taxonomy that has allowed designers and researchers to discuss the
characteristics of automation [80]. LoA consists of ten levels where the end-points
represent either manual work or full automation, whereas the remaining levels
require some form of interaction between humans and automation.

Task delegation is a requirement when automation is introduced to support
manual work [81–83]. It is the process of assigning roles and responsibility for the
subtasks of a parent task. That is, certain functions previously carried out by a
human operator can be automated. This led to the development of a model that
considers: 1. Level of automation and 2. Functions (type) to automate.

To address the issue of the function/type to automate, Parasuramen et al. [81]
introduced a generic information processing model. It is based on four steps that
a human goes through to understand a problem and take action. This model is
comparable to Rouse’s conceptual model (fig: 3.2) of an operator. The four steps a
human takes to complete tasks are: 1. Sensory processing 2. Perception/Working
memory 3. Decision making and 4. Response selection.

Figure 3.2: Conceptual Model of a Human Operator. Adapted from Hollnagel [84].
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Parasuramen et al. [81] extended the LoA (Table: 3.1) to include automation types
and stated that 1. The four human processing stages have their equivalent in
system function, 2. The four functions in a system need not be automated at the
same automation level and can vary [85]. The four functions are:

1. Acquisition Automation – A monitoring function that takes into account all
relevant information about system status.

2. Information analysis – The acquired information is analyzed and the
operator formulate options for achieving goals.

3. Decision & action selection – Based on the initial information analysis, a
particular option or strategy is decided.

4. Action implementation – Carrying out the chosen option through control
actions at an interface.

Systems that are designed at fixed automation level are termed Static Automation.
Systems where automation levels across the four functions change are of two
types: Adaptive and Adaptable Automation. Adaptive Automation [79] refers
to context-aware systems that can change their behavior dynamically, where the
division of labor between human workers and the automation system is not fixed.
However, in Adaptable Automation, the operator is always in charge of changing
the behavior of the automation system.

3.1.2 Challenges in Automation

Though automation has been responsible for many of the productivity gains,
introducing automation has associated problems. Machines can be designed to
function reliably. However, reliability is not a good measure for a safe system [86]).
Errors in operation that have occurred under human control, have historically
been judged and labelled as human error, and have resulted in serious accidents
[86]). These are challenges that have to be considered in addition to machines
operating reliably.

Researchers have attempted to understand the reasons for human error.
According to Parasuraman et al. [83], 1. Situational awareness, 2. Work load and
3. Trust in automation are constructs that are aimed at better understanding and
predicting human performance in complex systems.

Situational Awareness (SA) refers to a person’s perception of their surroundings
which enables them to make decisions, and according to Kaber & Endsley [85],
there are two types of problems associated with SA: 1. Failure to detect a problem
and 2. failure to understand the problem. A loss of SA can result in the operator
taking a bad decision based on the system state and can be attributed to factors
such as changes in vigilance and complacency, assumptions or misunderstanding
on the part of the operator, or changes in the design of the system [80, 87, 88],

Current technologies allow designers to develop automation systems that can
change their behavior and this is referred to as mode of operation. Sarter & Woods
[89] note that, in complex systems, operators must keep track of the current mode,
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know when & how to change the mode and understand the function of each mode,
which can increase the cognitive demands on the operator.

Therefore, maintaining mode awareness can be particularly challenging in
systems that can change their mode based on environmental input or for
protection purposes. The effect of systems with multiple modes of operation can
result in accidents due to the higher risk of inadvertent activation of modes (mode
error) by the operator. Mode error can also occur if an operator attempts to change
the mode but instead activates an unanticipated function because of a lack of
awareness of the system state [89].

Additionally, there are several known problems associated with using
automation that have to be recognized and addressed. Some of them are
1. over-reliance, 2. under-reliance, 3. compliance, 4. distrust, 5. misuse & disuse,
6. human-out-of-loop and 7. automation bias.

3.1.3 Human-Automation Interfaces

An interface is a device that enables communication between a human and a
machine (e. g. buttons, lights, displays) and forms part of a system. A characteristic
of a well-designed system is the ease of use [90], where information concerning
automation modes, current system and future states can potentially enhance
system performance – provided it does so in good etiquette [79].

With an increase in automation, inappropriate feedback can be the source of
the problem [91]. As noted by Sarter et al. [89, 92], appropriate feedback is a
prerequisite for operators to maintain awareness of the system state in order to
take suitable actions. Interfaces can help to reduce the occurrence of an accident
through effective warning signals or displays [93]. Literature presents several
suggestions for guiding the design of interfaces such as:

1. Present information necessary for the operators to respond to events quickly.
That is, information that best describes the current system state [79, 94] .

2. Feedback on the state of the system is important to reduce stress. The tools
for feedback can be chosen to improve confidence and reduce the cognitive
load of the operator [89, 92].

3. Interfaces can be designed to support anticipated and unanticipated events
[94, 95].
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3.2 industrial safety

A presentation of hazard theory and industrial robots is followed by a discussion
of safeguarding strategies and Risk Assessment.

3.2.1 Hazard Theory

The meaning of a hazard, hazardous situation and risk are often used
interchangeably in spoken English. Hazard is a potential source of harm
[76], whereas risk is a probability measure associated with a hazard [96] (
Risk = Probability× Severity). The term probability refers to the frequency of the
hazard transitioning to an accident whereas the severity accounts for the overall
consequence of the accident.

Ericson [96] states that an accident is an event which occurs when a hazard, or
more specifically hazardous element, is actuated upon by an initiating mechanism.
That is, a hazard is a prerequisite for an accident to occur and is composed of three
basic components, which form the hazard triangle (fig: 3.3). These components are:

1. Hazardous Element (HE) – A resource that has the potential to create a
hazard. Examples include end-effector failure, vibration induced loosening
of fasteners, etc.

2. Initiating Mechanism (IM) – An event that triggers a hazard.

3. Target/Threat (T/T) – This is the people or equipment directly affected
when the hazardous element is activated.

Figure 3.3: A hazard triangle consisting of
the three essential components (Adapted
from Ericson [96].

Figure 3.4: The domino accident model was
influential in shifting the emphasis to
human error.

Ericson [96] notes that a hazard description contains the three hazard components.
A well articulated hazard description can enable risk assessors to make better
judgements about the nature of the hazard – its severity as well as its effect.
A hazard description is a statement that predicts the occurrence of an accident:
e. g. an operator (T/T) accidentally (IM) enters the collaborative workspace and
collides with a fast moving robot (HE) (from Paper V, Table 2.).

Leveson (page 16 [86]) notes that the domino accident model (fig: 3.4) by
Heinrich [97] was influential in shifting the emphasis in system safety to human
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error. In the domino model, the general sequence of an accident is compared to
five domino standing end on end. When the first domino falls, it knocks down the
neighboring domino until an injury occurs.

3.2.2 Industrial Robots & Safety

Robots designed for industrial use are referred to as industrial robots and
are formally defined as Automatically controlled, reprogrammable multi-purpose
manipulator, programmable in three or more axes, which can be either fixed in place or
mobile for use in industrial automation applications [98].

An articulated robot has three or more independent rotational joints as shown in
fig: 3.5 [22] and includes the arm, control system and the interface of the control
system [22]. To perform tasks, robots are fitted with an end-effector – a device
attached to the wrist [22] such as grippers, nut runners, glue dispenser etc.

Figure 3.5: An example of an industrial robot along
with the control box and the teach pendant [39].

Figure 3.6: Sample KRL code for
KUKA KRC4 Controller [39].

Safety Standards

ISO (International Organization for Standardization [99]) publish robot safety
standards that are widely accepted across many countries. They document
recommended safety practices and are revised according to market demands.
The development of the standards is a coordinated effort by members from
participating countries and business organizations. The following are standards
for robot safety:

ISO 10218-1 : Aimed at robot manufacturers and specifies minimum design
requirements for safe operations.

ISO 10218-2 : Targeted at system integrators who develop custom robotic
solutions for the manufacturing industry.

ISO 12100 : This is a general safety standard that details risk assessment & risk
reduction for machine safety.

Additionally, ISO/TS 15066 [100] is a technical specification intended to support
risk assessment of collaborative operations. Recently, ISO/TR-20128 [101], a
technical report was released to support the development of end-effectors.
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Programming Robot Motion

Industrial robots are programmed either using a teach pendant or specialized
software on a computer, (off-line programming). The common method is to teach
a robot poses, where each pose refers to a combination of orientation and positions
of the robot arm. A robot program can then be thought of as a set of poses and
the robot path is the motion between the poses. Each pose is defined with respect
to an axis (robot, tool or any other arbitrary axis) and the path between each pose
is explicitly defined by the programmer.

A sample program in KRL (a programming language for KUKA robots) is
shown in figure: 3.6. After initializing INI, the robot moves to the HOME position
at 10% of the rated speed with a spline point-to-point path. Then the robot moves
to points P3 and P4 at 1m/sec before moving back to the HOME position.

The robot path can also be based on external sensors integrated into the robot.
Robot manufacturers include specialized software to develop custom applications
based on force/torque, vision & proximity sensors. Programs are tasks to be
carried out by the robot and play a crucial role in the safety of the system.

Safety & Modes of Operation

For programs such as those shown in figure: 3.6, an industrial robot can be
operated in three modes of operations and are standardized in ISO 10218-1 (page
12 [22]). They are:

Automatic: In this mode, the system functions as set, running at programmed
speeds and the safeguarding measures are active.

Manual reduced-speed: This mode permits programming using the teach
pendent. The speed is limited to 250mm/sec and can be used without
safeguarding measures.

Manual high-speed: This mode is used to test and verify program code. The
motion is initiated by a human, provided enabling devices on the teach
pendant are activated.

During automatic mode, two kinds of signals can be issued by the controller to
stop robot motion. These are protective stops and emergency stops, as detailed in
table: 3.2. In order to limit access to a hazardous region, safeguarding solutions
are employed. Fixed, flexible or moving guards block entry to a unsafe area (robot
workspace) and is a widely practised safeguarding strategy.

The selection, positioning, configuration and commissioning of sensitive
protective equipment (SPE) are detailed in IEC 62046 [102], which aims to define
the performance requirements for this equipment. They include provisions for two
specific types: 1. ESPE and 2. PSPE. They automate monitoring of a pre-defined
area and are used as part of the safety-related system [43, 102].

Electro-Sensitive Protective Equipment (ESPE) uses optical, microwaves and
passive infra-red techniques to detect operators entering a hazard zone. That is,
unlike physical fences, where the operators and the machinery are physically
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Table 3.2: Comparison of emergency & protective stop (Adapter from ISO: -10218-1 [22];
page 10).

no. parameter emergency stop protective stop

1. Location of
initiation
means

Operator has quick,
unobstructed access

For protective devices, the location
is determined by the min. (safe)
distance formulas described in ISO
13855

2. Initiation Manual Manual or automatic

3. Reset Manual only Manual or automatic

4. Use
frequency

Infrequent Variable; from every operation to
infrequent

5. Purpose Emergency Safeguarding or risk reduction

6. Effect Remove energy to all
hazards

Safely control the safeguarded
hazard

separated, ESPE relies on the operators entering a specific zone for the sensor
to be triggered (see fig: 3.7). Pressure-Sensitive Protective Equipment (PSPE) has
been standardized in part 1 to 3 of ISO 13856, and works on the principle of an
operator physically actuating a specific part of the workstation [103–105].

Figure 3.7: A laser scanner (left) & a
light curtain (right) are examples of
safety-rated sensors.

Figure 3.8: Three color stack light (left). A
point source LED lamp (right) with several
colors.

3.2.3 Collaborative Operations

Collaborative operation is defined as a state in which purposely designed robots
work in direct cooperation with a human within a defined workspace [22]. Collaborative
operations can only be employed when: 1. tasks are predetermined, 2. protective
devices are active and 3. the robots have features that support collaborative
operations as specified in ISO 10218-1:2011. A combination of one or more of
the following types can be employed to develop collaborative workstations:

Safety-rated monitored stop: Stipulates that the robot ceases its motion, if the
operator enters the collaborative workspace.

Hand guiding: Allows the operator to send position commands to the robot with
the help of a hand guiding tool attached at or close to the end-effector.
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This operation is permitted when the robot is at the hand-over position and
signals a safety-rated monitored stop.

Speed and separation monitoring: Allows the operator and the robot to move
concurrently in the collaborative workspace provided a minimum safe
distance is maintained.

Power and force limiting by inherent design or control: Generally refers to robots
designed to be intrinsically safe. It allows contact with the operator provided
the exerted force is less than the safe threshold limit.

Manipulators designed for collaboration are referred to as collaborative robots
and employ sensors or control schemes that enables them to detect and react to
collision with the physical structure [35, 106–108].

3.2.4 Risk Assessment & Risk Reduction

Risk assessment is the systematic process of identifying hazards and evaluating
risks associated with them. It is standardized in ISO 12100 [76], where the scope
is to evaluate risks associated with industrial machinery (fig: 3.9). They are
also referred to as MSRA (Machine Safety Risk Assessment [109]) or Job Safety
Analysis. Risk assessment is a two step process: 1. Risk analysis and 2. Risk
evaluation. Risk analysis consists of the following three steps:

1. Determination of the limits of machinery: – Limits in terms of space, use, and
time are identified and specified for the machine for which risk assessment
is to be carried out. This boundary include the physical space and can also
includes environmental conditions, operators as well as all phases of the
machine’s life-cycle.

2. Hazard identification: – At this stage, reasonably foreseeable hazards are
identified. Ericson [96] notes that this is a cognitive process backed by
the experience of the investigators. Investigators should consider human
interaction with all phases of machine’s life-cycle, possible states of the
machine and unintended behavior of the operator such as misuse of
equipment.

3. Risk Estimation: – Risks are estimated based on two risk constituents –
severity of harm and probability of occurrence of that harm. Severity of harm
is based on the severity of injury and extent of harm that can result from
the hazard being considered. Probability of occurrence of that harm is a
function of a) Exposure of persons, b) Occurrence of a hazardous event, and
c) Possibility to avoid or limit the harm (fig: 3.10).

Risk analysis provides information required for the risk evaluation and results
in specifying the risk level in terms of Negligible, Low, Medium High and Very High.
If risks are deemed unacceptable, risk reduction measures should be taken to either
eliminate or mitigate the effects of the risks [76]. Risk reduction strategies can
follow three stages and should result in elimination of hazards or mitigation of
associated risks to an acceptable level.
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1. Inherently safe design measures – If possible, design changes are specified that
result in the elimination of risks.

2. Safeguarding and/or complementary protective measures – Safeguarding includes
use of barriers, and protective devices can be used in cases where a change
in design does not accomplish the goal of risk reduction.

3. Information for use – Residual risks after design changes and safeguarding
measures should be documented in Information for use. This is
complemented by operator training and safe operational procedures.

Figure 3.9: Overview of risk assessment
& risk reduction [76].

Figure 3.10: Risk level decision matrix. Adapted
from RIA/TR R15.306 [110].

To realize a safe system, a system safety program (SSP) [96] is carried out, which
is a coordinated effort that includes participants with various levels of expertise
such as operators, maintenance, line managers etc. Risk assessment is conducted
in conjunction with the development of a system or to verify that a system is safe
for operation when changes are made in a design or process [22, 76].

Risk assessment is carried out by a team participating in workshops with helpful
aids such as sketches, pictures or visits to the installation. As noted by Marvel
[43], the discussions are held in plain language in order to describe hazardous
situations and the interpretation of relevant standards.

Hazardous situations are identified for a task performed by the system or
the operator. To identify hazards, the team can refer to: 1. a list of common
hazards documented in ISO 10218-1/2, 2. hazards that can be postulated based
on the working environment or 3. operator model to complete tasks (fig: 3.2). Risk
estimation and evaluation are judgements made by the team and supported by a
risk matrix such as shown in figure: 3.10.
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3.3 assembly operations

An assembly plant is an industrial facility that functions to assemble components
that constitute a product such as a vehicle [111]. They are made up of two or
more assembly workstations/cells – discrete and well-defined workspaces – that
function to assemble a finite number of parts to form a product.

According to Hales (ch. 40 [112]), physical, procedural and personnel are three
aspects that must be addressed when planning an assembly cell. They consist of
infrastructure such as workspaces, part handling systems, machinery, and devices
to display information. Predefined tasks are carried out by workers and are
allocated to specific workstations that require operating procedures for efficiency,
quality, maintenance etc.

The design, management and functioning of an assembly cell is coordinated
at the plant level and is regulated by national laws supported by appropriate
standards. The human capital responsible for these activities is organized
according to various functions (e. g. maintenance, safety, quality etc.) and have
a direct/indirect stake in the overall performance of each workstation. Therefore,
Risk Assessment (see sec 3.2.4) suggests various stakeholders to participate in this
process.

The assembly of a vehicle begins with the painted chassis and continues
along the line where parts are added sequentially [30]. The arrangement of the
workstations takes various forms [112] and is dependent on the complexity of the
assembly, takt time, level of automation etc.

Assembly lines are designed either as a set of Stop & Go workstations or
continuously-moving line. In a Stop & Go workstation, the assembly line stops
at the point where operations are performed whereas the assembly does not stop
in a continuously moving line.

Two reasons are attributed to the higher cost of a continuously moving line and
challenges the introduction of robot-based automation [113]. It requires a robust
and automated part handling system that moves the chassis along the line. It also
demands handling of a greater quantity of parts that will be assembled due to the
lower takt time associated with such systems.

Figure: 3.11 shows a generic layout of an automotive assembly cell where
operators assemble parts on the chassis which is either moving continuously or
stops at each workstation. Logistics functions to deliver parts from the warehouses
to the workspace, where they are stored in storage bins. The operator picks up the
part from the bins manually or using an assist device.

Assembly plants are manual-labor intensive, which implies that the design of
assembly lines and workstations caters to the requirements of workers. These
include: 1. shorter distance between workstations which facilitates communication
and interaction, 2. easy entry and exit from workstations and 3. reduced
requirements concerning handling, cycle times, inventory as well as physical space
compared to automated solutions (ch 40 [112]).
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Figure 3.11: A generic layout of an assembly cell where operators complete a
sequence of tasks.

The sequence of tasks carried out in a cell is designed to adhere to the overall
efficiency requirements [112]. Luczak & Mueller [5] (ch 16) state that the main
functions are automated, whereas the secondary functions that support the main
function (e. g. preparation, start/stop etc.) are carried out manually.

The assembly function can be analyzed into smaller subtasks using methods
such as Hierarchical Task Analysis [114] or MTM [115]. The feasibility of
introducing automation (e. g. nut-runners) or ergonomic evaluation of manual
tasks or a combination of both (e. g. ergonomic support) also determines the
sequence of tasks to be performed [33, 116, 117]. Tasks that require cognitive
skills (e. g. take decisions and adapt to new situations, hand-eye cordinations) are
difficult to completely automate and influence the analysis.
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L A B O R AT O RY D E M O N S T R AT O R S

This chapter presents two physical demonstrators that represent the final results
from a series of research activities carried out interactively. They contribute to a
general understanding on the nature of collaborative systems with large industrial
robots. They are: 1. Hand-guided assembly of a Flywheel Housing Cover (FWC)
and 2. Collaborative assembly of Under-body panels (UBP).

They exemplify workstations based on 1. the nature of the assembly operations
(hand-guided robots & assembly on a continuously-moving line) and 2. the nature
of the assembly task (heavy & light/flexible component).

4.1 hand-guided assembly of flywheel cover

A description of the workstation as observed at the manufacturing facility is
followed by a discussion on the development of the end-effector and a presentation
of the tasks, layout and safeguarding strategy of the laboratory demonstrator.

4.1.1 Case Study – Assembly of Flywheel Cover

The task is the assembly of a flywheel housing cover (FWC) on an engine
block (fig: 4.1). The FWC weighs approx. 20kg and is made of cast metal that
is machined before being transported to the workstation. Figure: 4.2 illustrates
the tasks currently carried out manually to assemble the FWC. The sequence of
operations observed at the manufacturing facility is:

1. From position P1, the operator picks up the FWC from the material rack
using a lifting device. The operator manipulates the object by exerting force
on the FWC that is hanging on the lifting device and secured by a manual
clamp.

2. The operator physically moves the FWC to the integrated machinery (P2)
where the part is prepared for assembly. The auxiliary task includes
application of sealant and pre-installation of bolts on the FWC.

3. The operator then moves the FWC to position P3 and mates it to the engine
block. The FWC is guided into position using two pre-mounted guide pins.
The bolts are fastened using powered nut-runners by one or more operators.

35
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Figure 4.1: Picture of a flywheel housing
cover (silver) mounted on the engine
block.

Figure 4.2: Illustration of the layout and tasks
from picking the FWC (P1) to assembly on the
engine (P3).

The workstation is part of the engine assembly facility and the cycle time varies
between 3 and 5 minutes (approx.) depending on the orders to be processed
during the day. This affects the number of operators (three were observed during
the afternoon shift) that are responsible for this workstation.

The entry to and from the workstation is free from physical barriers, but the
boundary is marked by equipment supporting the workstation. Operators who
have experience of working at the facility undergo additional training for this
workstation as the demands are high. Bolts that fall to the ground are not used
and are removed from the workstation. Workers are required to wear safety shoes
and gloves to protect their hands and feet.

4.1.2 Designing the Hand-Guiding Device

The decision to control the movement using a force-torque (F/T) sensor was based
on two reasons: 1. An F/T sensor can allow the user an intuitive hand-guiding
experience. 2. Off-the-shelf solutions to control the robot with a F/T sensor from
the robot manufacturer was available.

Additionally, ergonomic simulation of the case carried out by Ore et al. [117]
supported the use of F/T sensor to hand-guide the robot (fig: 4.3). The selection
of the an F/T sensor (Schunk/ATI [118] sensor model: Gamma SI 130− 10) was
made through discussions with the sensor manufacturer.

The act of manipulating the FWC around the workstation has two parts:
carrying a heavy load and moving it around. The robot’s task is to carry the
heavy load while the operator guides the robot, and thus the FWC, to the correct
location. The hand-guiding tool is mounted on the F/T sensor and this assembly
is mounted on the end-effector of the robot (Paper III).

The force and torque values from the sensor are processed using RSI (Robot
Sensor Interface), a software package for KUKA KRC4 to control motion based on
sensors (sec: 3.2.2). The sensor-guided motion can be initiated and executed from
KRL.
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Figure 4.3: Ergonomic evaluation of
the case carried out by Ore et al.
[117].

Figure 4.4: CoCo – Collaborative Controller
developed in a student project to hand-guide an
industrial robot (Paper II).

Figure: 4.4 shows a demonstrator developed to understand the design
requirements of a hand-guiding tool (Paper II) achieved through a student led
development projects. An analysis of the hand-guiding tool by the investigators
highlighted the importance of:

1. Interaction using physical devices (e. g. enabling switches) coupled with
visual interfaces (e. g. lamps, status light) mounted on the end-effector or
in the vicinity.

2. Inability of a human to accurately position the robot must be considered
during risk assessment.

3. Ergonomics of the hand-guiding tool are critical to avoid injury. Physical
ergonomics include the shape of the grip, width between the grips and
tensions to actuate enabling switches.

4. The speed of the robot while hand-guiding is critical to safety.

5. The rigidity and damping of the end-effector is critical to avoid feedback to
the sensor. That is, movement of the robot might induce vibrations on the
sensor as they are coupled.

6. The system should guide the operator to the target location. That is, the
movement of the robot should be constrained within a safe volume. Within
this volume, the robot can be hand-guided at the discretion of the operator.

These insights led to the development of a revised concept for an end-effector
and a hand-guiding tool, as shown in figure: 4.5 and discussed in detail in Paper
IV. The changes support the operator in aligning the FWC with the engine-block
and take into account the requirements specified in ISO 10218-1/2 [22, 23].

4.1.3 Developing & Safeguarding the Layout

Risk Assessment guided research activities devoted to developing the layout of the
collaborative workstation shown in figure: 4.7 (Paper III) and the hand-guiding
tool (fig: 4.5) (Paper II–III). During this iterative process, the workstation
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Figure 4.5: Hand-guiding tool with
enabling switches & an emergency
button.

Figure 4.6: Block code to enable hand-guiding
using a force-torque sensor.

boundaries were determined along with the sequence of tasks to be performed
by the operator and the robot.

A result of risk assessment is the specification of the robot, operator and
collaborative workspaces. The collaborative tasks were specified to be carried
out in the collaborative workspace (cw) as suggested in ISO 10218-1/2 [22, 23].
Similarly, in the robot workspace, the intention is that the robot tasks can be
programmed to move at high speeds. Operators can prepare for upcoming tasks
in the operator workspace.

Safeguarding the system was realized through the use of physical fences,
pressure sensitive mats and light curtains (fig: 4.7). Fences form a physical barrier
and require a deliberate action by the operator to enter the robot workspace, which
is a hazard zone due to the fast moving robot. Therefore, physical fences eliminate
hazards associated with loss of situational awareness (Paper VII).

To hand-guide the robot, the operator must enter the robot area to access the
hand-over position (P3 in fig: 4.7). While the robot is in automatic mode, light
curtains and pressure sensitive mats monitor the system for safety. The change in
state of the system and the safety function enabled by these sensors are discussed
in Paper III. The hazards identified during risk assessment have been reported in
Paper IV along with the risk reduction measures.

Additionally, warning lamps were installed to communicate the state of the
system to the operators or nearby personnel. It may be noted that in the concept
presented in figure: 4.7 (Paper III), pressure sensitive mats monitored the robot
workspace. Due to practical limitations, they have not been used in the laboratory
demonstrator shown in figure: 4.8.

The hand-guiding tool (fig: 4.5) is integrated with an enabling switch, the
absence of which can lead to the following hazardous situations (Paper VII):
1. While hand-guiding the operator can be momentarily distracted and forget that
the sensor-based motion is active. 2. Other operators in the vicinity or nearby
process disturbance can initiate robot motion. In addition, the design ensures that
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Figure 4.7: Plan view of the layout conceptualized to enable operators
to safely hand-guide a robot (Paper III).

the operator’s hands are at a predefined and safe location, thereby eliminating the
risk of crushing and/or clamping of hands or other body parts.

4.1.4 Collaborative Assembly of Flywheel Cover

The physical demonstrator realized in a laboratory environment is shown in
figure: 4.8 and the task sequences are described in figure: 4.10. The assembly
cycle begins with the robot moving at high speed completing robot tasks. These
tasks were simulated to include picking up the FWC from the rack and carrying
out auxiliary jobs. Once the robot tasks are complete, the robot stops at the
hand-over position (fig: 4.8 [No.10]) and the warning lamp (fig: 4.8 [No.2]) changes
from red to green. This informs the operator that the hand-guiding operation
can be initiated. The operator monitoring the system recognizes this change and
enters the collaborative workspace to hand-guide the robot. Hand-guiding is
activated when both the enabling switches on the hand-guiding tool (fig: 4.5) are
engaged and will allow the operator to move the robot towards the engine-block
(fig: 4.8 [No.11]).

After mating the FWC with the engine-block, the operator returns the robot back
to the hand-over position. The operator engages the three-button switch and then
leaves the collaborative workspace. The operator starts the next cycle by engaging
the mode-change button (fig: 4.8 [No.6]) after exiting the collaborative workspace.

industrial workshops

Industrial workshops were organized to allow members from the industry to
experience working collaboratively with large robots. Attendees were allowed
to carry out the task sequence presented in figure: 4.10. The demonstrations
were carried out in manual-reduced speed (Max speed = 250mm/sec) where the
programming of the system (coordination of robotic system with sensors and
lamps) was written in KRL.
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Figure 4.8: Picture of the demonstrator developed to showcase safety of hand-guided
collaborative operation.

Figure: 4.9 is a picture from one of a series of workshops organized to gain
valuable feedback through discussions with the attendees. This workshop was
attended by 26 representatives from 6 organizations. Interviews and surveys
of the attendees were carried out to gather data about their experience from
hand-guiding the robot and these results have been presented in Paper VI.

Figure 4.9: Demonstration of hand-guided
assembly of a FWC. [Photo: Sofia Hägg,
15

th-Feb, 2017]

These results point at the usefulness
of physical demonstrators to
practicing engineers in the following
ways: 1. The demonstrator facilitated
internal discussions on the feasibility
of hand-guided robots at their
organizations, 2. Improved confidence
in the safety of collaborative
operations with large industrial
robots and 3. Validation of ergonomic
simulations of hand-guided industrial
robots. Additionally, the final
workshop functioned as a mechanism
for dissemination of research results
to the manufacturing community
[119].
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4.2 collaborative assembly of under-body panels

This section summarizes contributions made to improve knowledge in
collaborative assembly on a continuously moving line with large industrial robots.

This section begins with a description of the assembly workstation as observed
at the manufacturing facility. A presentation of the end-effector development is
made to give the reader insights into 1. design challenges related to safety and 2.
the nature of Interactive Research operations.

The result is the laboratory demonstrator (sec: 4.2.4), which is presented to
exemplify functioning of a collaborative workstation where an industrial robot
is used to aid operators in the assembly of under-body car panels.

4.2.1 Case Study – Under-body Panel Assembly

The task is the assembly of under-body panels (UBP) on a car that is moving at a
height of 1800mm with a speed of 100mm/sec (fig: 4.11). The plastic panels are
light (less than 1kg) and flexible (see fig: 4.12).

Figure 4.11: Illustration of the current work process for the operator from reading
information to assembly of an under-body panel (Paper I).

The sequence of tasks carried out by the operator at the manufacturing facility
is as follows:

1. The operator identifies the car model moving on the assembly line by
reading the information label kept on the body of the car.

2. The operator proceeds to select the correct plastic panel from the storage box
and inserts clips in the panel.

3. The operator picks up the panel, walks to the moving line and places it
under the car using the previously installed clips.

4. The operator walks to the pneumatic screwdriver (marked as a blue circle),
picks it up and adopts a position under the car.

5. The operator manually secures approximately 8-10 bolts under the car. The
bolts are kept in a belt-pouch.

One operator is responsible for tasks at this workstation, with similar
operations being carried out downstream. The workstations located upstream
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and downstream are easily accessible and allow easy restocking of the storage
bins. The takt time is 59sec (approx.) and the number of panels to be installed
is dependent on the model of the car. It may be noted that certain models do
not require under-body panels. However, the expectation is that the number of
panels/car will increase in future models.

4.2.2 Safe End+Effector

As noted before, the panels are light and flexible. The surface of the panel that
faces the ground is smooth as it serves to improve the aerodynamic efficiency of
the vehicle. The opposite side of the panel contains design features to improve the
structural rigidity and features to support manufacture and assembly of the panel.

The choice of suction cups to grip the panel was based on two reasons: 1. Suction
cups are used for applications where the part can be gripped on one side.
2. Suction cups can adapt to minor changes in part location (in the storage rack)
and part variations in terms of geometry.

Figure: 4.12 is a picture from a workshop organized to develop a concept
for an end-effector and specify general requirements for safe functioning. These
requirements guided student-led development of the end-effector. Student projects
were the primary mechanism for designing, purchasing, installing and testing the
end-effector with the robotic system.

Figure 4.12: Workshop to specify
requirements for end-effector to grip
a panel. The panel is shown resting on a
prototype.

Figure 4.13: The end-effector mounted on
the robot. The blue cover reduces the risk
of accidents.

The blue cover (fig: 4.13) is a passive safety measure that envelops the structural
elements that contain suction cups and pneumatic tubes. Three suction cups grip
the panel and are controlled by a piCOMPACT 23 1-Channel controller [121] that
has the ability to activate/deactivate vacuum and blow-off air pressure. The cover
is soft and has the ability to move 5cm (approx.) in all directions and is meant
to protect the operator from sharp edges. It reduces the probability of body parts
(e.g. hair) getting stuck in the moving end-effector.

Simulating a Moving Line

In practice, the automotive chassis is mounted on a moving line where parts are
added sequentially. In the laboratory environment, the moving line was simulated
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using a linear actuator from Festo [122]. A belt driven ELGA-TB-RF-70-3000-0H
linear actuator with a CMMO-ST-C5-1-DIOP [122] motor controller was integrated
with the robotic system. A fixture mounted on the moving line approximated the
mounting holes of the car body. Figure: 4.18 [No.10] shows a structure designed
to support the linear actuator that moves at a constant speed of 100mm/sec for
3000mm .

Figure 4.14: Virtual demonstrator developed by the participating organization (left)
that simulates assembly of UBP. A scaled demonstrator facilitated discussions
during risk assessment (top right). Prototype of a nut-runner with an enabling
switch (bottom right).

4.2.3 Developing & Safeguarding the Layout

The assembly task was delegated as follows: 1. The process of picking and placing
the panel using vacuum cups can be automated. 2. The task of securing the
panel with bolts using a nut-runner can be carried out manually. Workshops
were organized to further separate these tasks into subtasks that fulfill the goal
of the workstation. Risk Assessment was carried out to analyze these tasks and
this process was documented using official risk assessment templates.

Demonstrators (top right in figure: 4.14) supported these activities and were
valuable in technical discussions with personnel who were not familiar with
the case. That is, it acted as a cognitive support for discussions and clarifying
design intent. The discussions were directed towards understanding the problem,
specifying requirements for the end-effector, specifying type and location of safety
sensors etc.

These discussions formed the basis for the virtual demonstrator (left in
figure: 4.14; Paper V) developed by the participating organization and served to
communicate research results internally and in discussions with members from
safety standards and potential suppliers. Paper V presents hazards associated with
collaborative assembly on a continuously moving line that were recognized during
risk assessment.
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Figure 4.15: Control architecture of the system where the safety controller (fig: 4.16)
orchestrates functioning of the sub-systems. Adapted from Paper V.

Figure: 4.15 illustrates the safety architecture of the system shown in figure: 4.18.
The safety controller functions as a master device that controls the operations
of the collaborative workstation. The control box shown in figure: 4.16 contains
components designed to adhere to industrial safety requirements such as safety
CPU (central processing unit), input/output (I/O) modules and safety relays.

Table 4.1: Tabulation of Safe/Not Safe signals from light curtain (LC), laser scanner (LS)
and the emergency button (EB) and its effect on the system.

LS LC EB System Status

Safe Safe Safe Normal function

Safe Safe Not Safe Emergency Stop

Safe Not Safe Safe Emergency Stop

Not Safe Safe Safe Protective Stop

To begin a cycle, the laser scanner and light curtain are active and broadcast a
safe signal to the safety controller which allows the system to function normally.
As shown in table: 4.1, normal functioning of the system can be initiated when
the safety sensors broadcast safe signals to the safety controller. This permits the
system operator to manually initiate the robot program. The robot program is run
from the robot controller, which controls the suction cups and the moving line.

Figure: 4.17 is a screen shot of the configuration tool to define the
monitoring area of the laser scanner (SICK S30A-4011CA [123]). This figure
shows the monitoring area (in red), which includes the collaborative workspace
(fig: 4.18 [No.5]) and the robot workspace within the fenced area (fig: 4.18 [No.4]).
The blue ragged lines are nearby objects detected by the sensor. Current
technologies allow specification of multiple monitoring areas that can be switched
on/off based on requirements or modes of operations.

If the operator fails to complete the assembly task on time, the light curtain
(fig: 4.18 [No.8]) will be triggered and will result in an emergency stop. If an
operator triggers a protective-stop by entering the collaborative workspace when
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Figure 4.16: Master safety controller
[123] along with I/O modules and
safety relay.

Figure 4.17: Picture of the scanning field monitored
by safety scanner (fig: 4.18.6).

the robot is in automatic mode, a reset-button (fig: 4.18 [No.9]) can be used
to restart the next cycle. Warning lamps placed at two ends of the workstation
communicate the state of the system to the operator.

Physical fences (fig: 4.18 [No.4]) separate the robot and the collaborative
workspace. The work process requires that the end-effector moves out of the
fenced area in order to place the panel under the car (fig: 4.20c). However,
the physical fences are placed so that only the end-effector moves into
the collaborative workspace. Additionally, the boundary of the collaborative
workspace is marked appropriately.

Figure 4.18: Picture of the laboratory demonstrator developed to showcase safe collaborative
assembly on a moving line.

4.2.4 Collaborative Assembly of Panels

The physical demonstrator realized in a laboratory environment is shown
in figure: 4.18 and the task sequences are described in figure: 4.20. In the
demonstrator, the assembly cycle begins with the robot in automatic mode picking
up the panel using suction cups. The robot moves to the collaborative workspace
and synchronizes with the moving line. Then the system initiates collaborative
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mode by: 1. The warning lamp changes from red to green and 2. The laser scanner
mutes the monitoring of the collaborative workspace.

The operator monitoring the system enters the collaborative workspace and
begins fastening the panel to the simulated car body while following the moving
line. The bolts are fastening using the electric nut-runner shown in figure: 4.14.
When the bolts are fastened, the operator moves out of the collaborative workspace
and engages the mode-change button. The button directs the operator’s attention
by signaling with blinking lights when the robot is nearing the end of the line.
When the operator engages the mode-change button, 1. The light stops blinking,
2. The laser scanner activates monitoring of the collaborative workspace, 3. The
lamp turns from green to red and 4. The robot moves to the end of the line and
then proceeds to move out of the collaborative workspace.

industrial workshops

The system shown in figure: 4.18 employs a industry-compliant approach
to managing safety that mirrors current practices. The integration of the
system along with the programming of the robot was carried out by certified
professionals. Therefore, this demonstrator shows that collaborative systems with
large industrial robots are a possibility with current off-the-shelf products and
integration practices.

Figure 4.19: Demonstration of collaborative
assembly of UBP. [Photo: Mikael Sönne, 6

th

Sep 2018]

This research result was presented
at a workshop (fig: 4.19) (one of several
workshops) where 46 representatives
from 11 organizations attended the
demonstration of a robot assisted
assembly of under-body panels.
Attendees were allowed to carry
out the task sequence presented in
section: 4.2.

Additionally, the workshop also
presented 1. Results from a parallel
research project (Virtual ToMM) that
investigated methods to virtually
simulate a collaborative system
2. Current state of the art collaborative
systems and 3. Safety systems for
collaborative operations. This public
event was carried out as a research dissemination activity [124].

Semi-structured interviews with the attendees, supported by surveys, indicate
that the demonstrator facilitated broader discussions on the feasibility of
collaborative operations at their organizations. Additionally, clarity in safety
requirements, in terms of workspaces and safety sensors, was expressed by the
attendees.
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5
M O D E L O F A C O L L A B O R AT I V E C E L L

A model that describes a collaborative workstation will be presented where a
model is a representation of a system using general rules and concepts. The model
is shown in figure: 5.1 and is based on an analysis of the two demonstrators
(chapter 4) and consists of three elements – Workspaces, Tasks and Interaction
– which will be examined in the following sections.

Figure 5.1: Workspaces, Tasks & Interaction are the elements of a
model that describes a collaborative workstation.

5.1 collaborative , robot & operator workspaces

Workspaces are physical spaces allocated to install machinery and/or perform
tasks. The physical workspace that makes up a collaborative system can be
conceptualized as collaborative, operator & robot workspaces (see Table 5.1) as
illustrated in figure: 5.2 (Paper II). This categorization is a result of recognizing
that:

1. There are two primary resources that can carry out tasks: an operator and
an industrial robot. This is in contrast to robotic and manual workstations
where the robot and the operator are the primary resources respectively.

49
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Figure 5.2: A generic layout of a collaborative workstation in terms of
robot, operator and collaborative workspaces (paper II).

2. The workspaces (fig: 5.2) together form the limits of machinery. As noted in
section: 3.2.4, establishing the limits of machinery is the first step in carrying
out risk assessment.

5.1.1 Collaborative Workspace

Collaborative workspace is defined as a Workspace within the safeguarded space where
the robot and a human can perform tasks simultaneously during production operation [22].
The perimeter of the workspace is dependent on the space required to complete
collaborative tasks as well as movement of the part through the workstation.

To exemplify this point, consider the assembly of UBP (fig: 4.18), where the
collaborative workspace, adjacent to the robot and operator workspaces, is a
function of factors such as: 1. The time required by the operator to enter, carry
out the collaborative task and exit the workspace, 2. The programmed path of the
robot’s arm and 3. The location and geometry of the assembly in the workstation.
These factors are applicable to the assembly of FWC (fig: 4.7). However, the
collaborative workspace is dynamic, as discussed in section: 5.1.4.

5.1.2 Robot Workspace

A robot workspace is understood as the spatial limit for the robotic system.
This workspace is safeguarded as suggested in ISO 10218-2 [23], where the tasks
delegated to the robot can be carried out to fulfil productivity goals. That is, the
robot can move at speeds significantly faster during automatic mode within this
workspace. Based on research activities presented in chapter 4, the perimeter is
affected by various factors:

• The minimum floor space required by the robot is the projection (on the
horizontal plane) of the programmed path and corresponds to robot tasks
(figures: 4.10a & 4.20b).
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Table 5.1: Descriptions of collaborative, operator and robot workspaces that form the limits
of the collaborative system.

Workspaces Description

Operator Tasks delegated to the operator are designed to be performed within
this workspace. Operators have access to the collaborative workspace
and can monitor the system (paper III, IV & V).

Collaborative Workspace within the safeguarded space where the robot & a human
can perform tasks simultaneously during production operation [23].

Robot A space where a robot can be programmed to move at speeds
that meet process requirements. The space includes robot-path &
machinery that supports the workstation (paper III, IV & V).

• The placement of equipment that performs auxiliary functions (e. g. fixtures,
sealant, logistics) affects the footprint of the workstation (paper III, IV & V).

• Safeguarding measures (e. g. physical fences) are installed at calculated
distances, determining the extent of the robot workspace (paper III, IV & V).

5.1.3 Operator Workspace

An operator workspace is an area where: 1. Operators can monitor the robotic
system. The physical space and the process can be observed directly or through
monitoring devices. 2. An area allocated for parts and equipment required by the
operator to complete tasks (e. g. nut-runner). 3. Operators has safe and easy access
to functions related to the system (e. g. nemergency stop, enabling devices, robot
start etc).

Additionally, based on observations and interviews carried out during the
research phase, an operator workspace should allow the operator: 1. To plan and
discuss activities with other co-workers; 2. Free movement out of the plant in case
of an emergency and 3. An unobstructed path to the collaborative workspace.

5.1.4 Temporal Nature of Collaborative Systems

In addition to the spatial aspect, Krüger et al. [31] present a temporal characteristic
to describe a collaborative workspace (also see Paper: IV & Paper: V). That is, a
collaborative workstation can be understood as: 1. a space sharing system or 2. a
space and time sharing system [31].

In a space sharing system, two forms of collaboration are envisioned: 1. The
operator carries out handling task while the robot carries out assembly tasks or
2. The robot carries out handling task while the operator carries out assembly
tasks. In the space-time sharing system, both the human and the robot carry out
tasks either independently or together.
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The temporal nature of a collaborative workspace (CW) implies a time-frame
within which collaborative tasks should be completed. This introduces a few
challenges for system designers:

1. Understanding and specifying a set of conditions that leads to an event upon
which the CW can be occupied by a robot or an operator. This challenge
implies specification of: a) how long a CW can be occupied. b) appropriate
reaction if these conditions were to be violated. c) a sensor system that can
monitor the CW for the specified time.

2. Specification of appropriate feedback devices for relaying information
between human and the robotic system.

Figure 5.3: Operator & robot complete tasks
together (left). Robot moves at high speed
in the monitored robot workspace (right).

Figure 5.4: The monitored workspace (marked
red) represents the volume within the CW
that constrains the robot path.

A mode of operation termed collaborative mode (sec: 5.3) was proposed as a
predetermined state, where operator and robot can safely complete tasks together
in the collaborative workspace. The dynamic nature of the collaborative workspace
(fig: 5.3) creates the possibility for designers to switch a collaborative workspace
on or off either partially or fully as and when needed.

That is, the safety-sensor that monitors the collaborative workspace can be
muted during collaborative mode provided the system is in the safe state as
specified by the system designers. To illustrate this point, in the assembly of UBP
(sec: 4.2), the monitoring activity of the laser scanner is muted during collaborative
mode and the path of the robot is constrained as shown in figure: 5.4. Whereas,
in the assembly of FWC (sec: 4.1), the monitored workspace is within the fenced
area and is muted during collaborative mode.

5.2 tasks in collaborative workstation

The assembly task can be broadly distinguished as collaborative, operator and
robot tasks (Paper II). It is valuable to highlight that collaborative tasks are
carried out by the operator and robot in the collaborative workspace. Tasks
delegated to a robot, regardless of the intended spatial location, are a set of
preprogrammed instructions. Similarly, operator tasks are predefined and carried
out by an operator(s).
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The term collaborative task is introduced for clarity in discussing interaction and
safety. Methods such as Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA) have been used to
analyze assembly tasks in the context of a collaborative system [108]. Table 5.2
illustrates sequence of subtasks delegated to an operator and a robot for the
demonstrators discussed in chapter 4.

In the context of developing a collaborative solution from a manual workstation,
task delegation does not imply an even separation of labor between automation
and the human worker. As noted by several authors [90, 91, 126–128], task
delegation results in specification of different forms of task (e. g. supervisory
control). That is, operators responsible for carrying out assembly tasks might be
required to monitor the robotic system, in addition to operator task.

As noted by Miller and Parasuramen [82], introduction of automation requires
task delegation. That is, in a collaborative system, tasks that were carried out
manually are delegated between an operator and the robot. Literature provides
guidelines for task delegation, such as:

1. Luczak & Mueller [5] notes that in the design of work in advanced
manufacturing systems, the main functions are carried out by machines
whereas the secondary functions that support the main function are carried
out manually.

2. Tasks to be automated should be technically feasible and repeatable [5].

3. Tasks that may lead to injury can be automated.

4. Tasks that may be dangerous to humans can be automated [5].

Table 5.2: Preliminary decomposition of tasks delegated to operator & robot.

Assembly of FWC (sec: 4.1) Tasks Assembly of UBP (sec: 4.2)

Robot picks up Flywheel cover &
carries out auxiliary tasks

– Task 1 – Robot picks up Under-body panel

Robot waits at the hand-over
position.

– Task 2 – Robot synchronizes with moving
line.

Operator begins hand-guiding the
robot to assemble FWC.

– Task 3 – Operator fastens the panel with
bolts.

Operator returns robot to
hand-over position.

– Task 4 – Operator prepares for upcoming
task.

5.3 interaction

The term collaboration makes it explicit that operators and robots collaborate
in some form to carry out a task. This section discusses the phenomenon of
interaction, which is an inherent action for collaboration.

Collaboration is an act of doing something with someone to achieve a goal.
On the other hand, interaction refers to the act of communication between
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two participants that intended to collaborate. In human-robot interaction, this
is enabled by interface technologies such as displays, gesture and voice control,
buttons and lamps etc.

5.3.1 Initiating Modes of Operation

A benefit of computer based systems is the possibility to specify modes of operation.
A mode of operation refers to a set of behaviors exhibited by a system that can be
triggered when predefined parameters are activated. In this thesis, a collaborative
mode (CM) was proposed and can be defined as a state in which operators can
safely enter the collaborative workspace. This mode is pertinent to systems defined
by ISO-10218 [22, 23] as collaborative operations. Considering the temporal nature
of a collaborative workspace (sec: 5.1.4), designers are faced with the following
dilemmas:

Who decides when the collaborative mode can be initiated?
Who decides when the collaborative mode can be reverted?

That is, is it the human or the machine that should be tasked with this decision?
These dilemmas can be interpreted as a reformulation of the safety guideline
from ISO 10218-2 (sec: 5.11.4 in [23]) which states that The change point between
autonomous operation and collaborative operation is a particularly critical part of a
collaborative application. It shall be designed in a way that the robot cannot endanger
personnel when changing from the autonomous operation to the collaborative operation
and back to the autonomous operation.

That is, specification of a collaborative mode emphasizes safety in initiating and
resetting CM. In the demonstrators presented in chapter 4, the task of initiating
CM is automated. That is, the automation was designed to automatically initiate
CM and inform the operator of the change to CM, which was achieved by turning
the lamp from red to green. In both demonstrators, this is a cue for the operator
to act and respond by carrying out collaborative tasks.

Table 5.3: The role of the operator and the robotic system in initiating and resetting
collaborative mode (CM) during normal operations.

Demonstrator 1 Demonstrator 2

Initiating CM Robotic system Operator/Robotic system

Interface to initiate CM Warning lamp Warning lamp

Resetting CM Operator. Operator.

Interface to reset CM Three-button switch,
Mode-change button

Mode-change button

The task of resetting CM, i. e. changing state back to automatic mode, is carried
out manually at the discretion of the operator. The role of the operator and the
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robotic system in initiating and resetting CM, based on the process detailed in
sec: 4.1 and sec: 4.2, has been summarized in table 5.3.

demonstrator 1 CM is initiated when: 1. The robot is at the hand-over
position, 2. Light curtain is muted and 3. Lamp turns red to green. The operator
can now enter the collaborative workspace (fig: 5.5a) and take control of the robot
by engaging both the enabling devices (fig: : 5.5b).

To reset CM back to automatic mode, 1. the robot should be at the hand-over
position, 2. the monitored area is safe, 3. the three-button switch should be
engaged, and then 4. the mode-change button (fig: 5.5d) is engaged. When the
mode-change button is engaged, the lamp turns from green to red and the system
starts the next production cycle.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 5.5: (a) Operator enters the collaborative workspace after the lamp turns green. (b)
Enabling switches integrated with the hand-guiding tool. (c) Three-button switch initiated
by operator. (d) Mode-change button to initiate automatic mode.

demonstrator 2 CM is initiated when: 1. The robot is synchronized with
the moving line, 2. Laser scanner is muted and 3. Lamp turns red to green.
The operator can now enter the collaborative workspace (fig: 5.5a) and begin
collaborative tasks.

To reset CM back to automatic mode, 1. the mode-change button is engaged.
2. the monitored area is safe. When the mode-change button is engaged, the lamp
turns from green to red and the system starts the next production cycle.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 5.6: (a) Robot initiates collaborate mode (CM). (b) Operator exits collaborative
workspace after completing tasks. (c) Mode-change button initiated by operator. (d) Laser
scanner monitors the collaborative workspace.

The above discussion (Demonstrator 1 & 2) pertains to interfaces for initiating
and resetting collaborative mode. In practice, the interfaces are design features to
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support awareness of the system-status and function as a bi-directional channel
for information exchange. That is, the operator can easily understand the status
of the current cycle whereas the system understands that the collaborative task is
complete and the operator is in a safe position.

5.3.2 Interfaces and Safety

As noted in Paper VII, interfaces are critical in maintaining awareness of the
system state. The concept of awareness was discussed in terms of situational and
mode awareness indicating that a loss in awareness can lead to an accident or
production delays. The following observations explain the influence of awareness
in maintaining a safe working environment (Paper VII):

• When the operator is carrying out tasks, attention is devoted to this
activity. It is difficult to maintain awareness of the system/surrounding
while occupied with this task. E. g. While preparing for upcoming tasks, the
operator might find it difficult to judge the initiation of collaborative mode.

• The final-assembly plant is a populated environment where workers have
relatively easy access to workstations. It is therefore a foreseeable hazard
that personnel might enter (accidentally/intentionally) a hazardous zone or
engage with operators working at a workstation.

5.4 summary

This chapter attempted to describe a collaborative workstation in terms of
workspaces, tasks & interaction. These three constituents can be considered by
system designers when planning and designing a collaborative workstation with
large industrial robots. As discussed in section: 5.1, a logical set of workspaces
can guide designers to allocate tasks to the two resources, i. e. the operator & the
robot.

The immediate challenge is to define the tasks (sec: 5.2) in a manner that takes
into account the essential characteristics of the two resources where the tasks
(operator, robot & collaborative) are organized to achieve the goals of the workstation
In order for the operator to synchronize with the robotic system, the phenomenon
of interaction (sec: 5.3) was exemplified. Feedback devices enable communication
between the two resources and are essential in workstations where an operator is
expected to collaborate with a robotic system.

Therefore, the three constituents that make up the model can guide system
designers’ effort in activities such as 1. Identification of design requirements for
a workstation, 2. Hazards dentification during risk assessment (sec: 3.2.4) and
3. Specify safeguarding measures to mitigate associated risks.
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D I S C U S S I O N & C O N C L U S I O N

This chapter discusses the results with reflections on safety in automation
and research. The final section attempts to answer the research questions with
concluding remarks, followed by suggestions for future work.

6.1 automation and safety

In order to introduce automation, workstation designers should agree on the
characteristics of the system prior to defining the tasks and corresponding safety
solutions. This section discusses characteristics of collaborative systems and the
challenges in safe operations.

Figure 6.1: Illustration of applied research where a current situation is examined
to realize a desired situation through research operations.

The presented research can be characterized as being applied (sec: 2.1) as
illustrated in figure: 6.1. The demonstrators were developed by examining the
current situation (robotic & assembly workstations) in order to simulate useful
safety solutions (desired situation) in a laboratory environment.

6.1.1 Characteristics of Collaborative Systems

A collaborative workstation can be presented in terms of various taxonomies such
as levels of automation (table: 3.1) and types of collaborative operation (sec: 3.2.3),
depending upon the granularity of the discussion. For example, a robotic system
executes the programmed path without human intervention and is the traditional
form of robotic automation. In this respect, the demonstrators (presented in
chapter: 4) exhibit a high level of automation, but the type of collaborative operation
exhibited by them is different. In the assembly of FWC (sec: 4.1), hand-guided
operation characteristics dominate, whereas speed & separation monitoring best
describes assembly of UBP (sec: 4.2).
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Emphasis on Static Automation

The physical demonstrators exhibit behavior that can be characterized as static
automation (sec: 3.1) because the tasks (robot, operator & collaborative tasks) are
pre-determined and designed not to deviate from this behavior. Any deviation
should be detected and result in a protective/emergency stop. The justification
for static automation is based on the characteristic of currently operational
workstations that were documented as requirements for the desired situations.

Some of these requirements are: 1. Repetition, 2. Time-constrained assembly
cycle and 3. Synchronization with the assembly line. That is, the assembly task is
repeated and remains relatively unchanged between cycles. Also, the duration of
each cycle is short (1min – 4min), where the start and end states of the assembled
part are determined by that of adjacent workstations on the assembly line.

Complex Automation

The possibility for non-critical functions to be adaptable in behavior can be
advantageous in certain situations such as increasing the level of control for
the operator. The situations and corresponding conditions where the system can
exhibit complex behavior should be pre-determined and judged to be safe and
necessary.

For example, consider the assembly of UBP (sec: 4.2). An enabling device, either
installed on the nut-runner [see fig: 4.14 bottom-right] or located in the vicinity,
can be used to temporarily mute the laser scanner. This can allow personnel to
temporarily occupy the collaborative workspace in order to carry out maintenance
or corrective tasks. The robot is inside the monitored workspace – a precondition
for muting the safety sensor – ensuring that the collaborative mode will not be
initiated.

Well-defined Workspaces

The emphasis on predictable behavior motivate structured and well-defined
workspaces as presented in chapter 5. A well-defined workspace is a necessity
to form a suitable mental model of the workstation and encourages awareness of
the system with respect to the tasks that have to be performed by the operator.

That is, usability and trust in the system can be improved if the operator can,
with minimum effort, be aware of the state of the system & pertinent actions
associated with the state. Therefore, defining the robot, operator & collaborative
tasks that aggregate to a simple and coherent path to assemble a component is
a necessary characteristic of a collaborative workstation.

Warning lamps and floor marking can support the operator in this endeavour.
These tools aid the operator when there is an apparent loss of awareness, whereas
the arrangement of tasks and the task-frequency might have a bigger influence on
the operator’s perception of the system.
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6.1.2 Safety & Risk Assessment

Risk Assessment (RA) methodology can support the development of a safe
collaborative workstation as it includes a set of procedures and provides
guidelines on analyzing and evaluating the identified hazards. The discussion and
documentation of the risks, which is an integral part of a safety program, is aided
by the standardized procedure.

Risk Assessment & Demonstrator Development

As noted by Björnsson [18] (sec: 2.3), demonstrators can be developed to various
levels of fidelity. The type of demonstrator can reflect current understanding
of the problem. During initial studies, demonstrators are conceptual models or
prototypes that are developed to visualize relevant aspects under investigation.

RA can strengthen the evaluation of the generated concepts as it
directs attention of the risk assessors towards personnel and process safety.
Demonstrators function as a focal point for discussion that allows the safety team
to predict risks and suggest solutions (changes in design/function) to mitigate
them.

These suggestions, coupled with feedback from stakeholders, can lead to
improvements in the design and development of higher fidelity demonstrators.
Therefore, insights into the hazards specific to collaborative operations can be
developed in parallel with the development of the demonstrators.

Figure: 6.2 summarizes the sequence of demonstrators that were developed
during the research phase. The physical demonstrators are the final results of
a series of research activities marked by demonstrators, whose development
represents a distinct phase in the research process.

Figure 6.2: A summary of the two demonstrators that were developed separately by the
working groups (WG1 & WG2) during the research phase (Paper VIII).
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Challenges in Safe Operations

Risk assessment (sec: 3.2.4), as specified in ISO 12100 [76], is applicable to
industrial machinery including robotic systems and is meant to support all phases
of machine life cycle. The scope is broad and the procedure reflects this detail in
its guidance for risk analysis and evaluation (fig: 3.9).

In practice, this entails ambiguity in its interpretation and the cause of the
ambiguity can be attributed to the experience of the personnel as well as local
safety culture. Referring to figure: 3.10, the reasoning for selecting a particular
value in the decision-matrix is based upon prior understanding of the potential
hazard and its ability to cause harm. To address this shortcoming, the suggested
approach is to carry out risk assessment in a team consisting of members with
varied expertise.

A multi-disciplinary team can be valuable in addressing the challenge of
hazard identification. Some of the challenges are: 1. The ability to foresee relevant
hazards and formulate a description and 2. Present risk reduction measures to
eliminate/mitigate risks without introducing additional hazards. Risk assessors
can rely on their prior experience in describing hazards that may seem trivial but
can progress into a serious accident.

ISO 10218-1/2 (Table A.1 [22, 23]) tabulates a list of hazards particular to
robot and robotic systems and can be considered as a knowledge base that can
guide discussions during risk assessment. However, these are stated as examples
in the standards. Therefore, the relevance of the suggested examples or additional
potential hazards pertinent to the machine under investigation requires additional
effort from the risk assessors. This challenge becomes critical when multiple valid
options in the design or function can be implemented.

multiple options for safe operations Table 6.1 tabulates alternative
procedures for the process of initiating non-collaborative mode, which exemplifies
a mental exercise designers of collaborative systems should undertake while
searching for an optimal task-sequence. For example, No. 2 in table 6.1 describes
the procedure presented in section: 4.1, whereas No.3 describes a procedure where
neither of these interfaces are used.

When multiple alternatives are presented, the challenge is to evaluate 1. the
solution (risk) that suits the assembly cycle, and 2. the acceptability of the solution
to the operator. It may be noted that a solution that requires operator involvement
(manually initiate CM) will be prescribed as an operator task. The implication
– due to the static nature of automation – is that operators will be required to
keep track of pressing a button 100 times (4 – 5 min/cycle) during an eight hour
working day. However, an automation of this solution (No.3) might be perceived
as over-automation (sec: 3.1).

Situational and mode awareness were identified as the underlying principle that
can result in a hazardous situation (Paper VII). These conditions can affect safety
as humans can trigger protective/emergency stops due to loss of awareness of the
system state or its boundary.
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Table 6.1: Alternative procedures for initiating non-collaborative mode using three-button
switch (3T) and/or mode-change button (MD).

No. 3T/MD Initiating Non-collaborative mode

1. No 3T,
with MD

Operator exits collaborative workspace (CW), engages MD which
activates light curtain.

2. With 3T,
with MD

Operator engages 3T, exits CW and engages MD which activates
light curtain.

3. No 3T, No
MD

Operator exits CW. When system detects empty workspace &
robot at the hand-over position, activates light curtain.

4. With 3T,
No MD

Operator engages 3T, exits CW. When system detects an empty
workspace & robot at the hand-over position, activates light
curtain.

Regardless of the chosen procedure, risk assessors/system designers are
challenged with prescribing safety solutions for foreseeable hazards that include
tampering, loss of awareness, misuse of equipment etc. The result of a safety
program is an operationally safe workstation along with documentation of
procedures for operating the machine.

6.2 research methodology & validity

This section discusses Interactive Research in relation to demonstrator
development, where participants carry out research with researchers to gain
insights into issues faced by their organization.

6.2.1 Research, Practice & Learning Systems

Interactive Research (IR) is seen as an orientation for collaborative research that
highlights the roles of the members in the research team and the reasoning for
their participation. The efficiency gains has been attributed to division of labor
delegated between researchers and practitioners (sec: 2.2). Ellström [61] describes
a collaborative research environment in terms of research and practice systems
that interacts to create new knowledge (fig: 2.2).

The goal of a research system is to discover insights to recognized problems
through systematic application of scientific methods. Research activities include
development of methods & related tools, and function as a mechanism for
knowledge production [59].

A practice system is characterized by expert knowledge derived from research,
education as well as experience of practitioners. The goals for practitioners are
generally directed towards development of useful and marketable techniques such
as products and services.
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Learning System

A general criticism of Interactive Research has been the unanticipated increase in
resources necessary for practitioners to carry out research activities [63, 129]. It
has also been noted by Nielsen & Svensson [57] and Johansson & Säfsten [63] that
researchers act as a mediator for the participating organization.

These issues could be attributed to the interpretation of the change process
(primary responsibility of the practitioner) to mean daily practical activities being
carried out by them. The underlying principle that supports this interpretation
is the definition of research and practice systems with strictly separate goals but
mutually beneficial outcomes.

In this thesis, these challenges have been indirectly addressed by organizing
the activities within the research-university framework. That is, in addition to the
research and practice systems, a learning system is proposed whose purpose is to
support the goals of a research university.

The term university refers to an institution whose primary goal is education
and pedagogical development, whereas a research university is characterized by
an additional goal to create knowledge. The ambitions for a learning system
are: 1. Students knowledgeable in current research trends and practices, and
2. Knowledge dissemination of research results organised in public events.

These ambitions are inline with the goals of research universities tasked with
dissemination of scientific knowledge and practices. These goals are intended to
enhance the competence of current and future researchers & practitioners. In this
thesis, the learning system has been operationalized to support research objectives
by prescribing student-led projects (sec: 2.5). By participating in research projects,
students benefit with insights on current research issues as well as challenges
faced by an industrial organization.

6.2.2 Integrating Task

Ellström [61] notes that an integrating task can serve to produce a common
understanding of the research object. An integrating task is a set of research
activities that are organized to be performed interactively. In this thesis,
development of demonstrators acted as an integrating task (fig: 6.3) to enhance
understanding of the research object.

It can be stated that the intention to develop demonstrators encourages
efficiency in activities by directing efforts in discussion and action. The activities
include: 1. Understanding the problem; 2. Identifying appropriate tools and
techniques (design support) and 3. Identifying resources to address lack in
expertise.

Understanding the research object is an evolving process that can be supported
by development of demonstrators – the integrating task – at appropriate fidelity
levels. As noted in section: 6.1.2, the fidelity of the demonstrators can reflect the
state of understanding of the research object. To illustrate this point, during initial
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Figure 6.3: A model to describe Interactive Research orientation in Demonstrator-based
Research Methodology. Development of demonstrators function as an integrating task to
gain insight into the research object.

phases, the pragmatic approach was to develop demonstrators (virtual simulations
or prototypes) that can enable cognitive understanding of the research object
(fig: 6.2).

Development of demonstrators is aided by multiple tools, requirements for
which are tentative on the current understanding of the research object. The
selection of these tools to carry out the integrating task is predicated on research
members reaching a consensus on issues such as 1. the immediate goals and 2. the
challenges that need to be addressed to realize the objectives. The application of
tools requires practical skills and knowledge, and therefore demands effort.

As discussed in the previous section, student-led projects can complement
immediate research objectives. Students can facilitate these activities by
conceptualizing solutions, identifying and selecting appropriate tools and
applying these tools to demonstrate a design.

The activities related to development of demonstrators provide an opportunity
for practitioners to learn about practical techniques that are useful for their
organization (fig: 6.3). Practitioners can gauge the usefulness of the demonstrator
through demonstration activity where (probable) users can be surveyed through
appropriate methods. These activities are learning events for research participants
and users.

User-feedback is valuable in evaluating the usefulness of the demonstrator
where the nature of data can be described as qualitative (Paper V). However, it can
enable recognition of deficiencies in understanding of the research object, which
permits design iteration.
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6.2.3 Research Validity

In a collaborative research environment, it is difficult to plan activities over a
lengthy period of time as information and the ability to collect information are
opportunistic. Over the time-frame pertinent to this thesis (fig:2.5), there has been
an immense interest in HRC for both academic researchers and practitioners.
Additionally, there has been an increase in equipment specifically designed for
HRC along with developments in safety standards. This represents an increase in
knowledge available to the research community.

In order to explain the functioning of an assembly station (current situation),
established methods such as observation, semi-structured interviews, literature
studies etc., were employed. The integrity of the data is attributed to the approach
and can be discussed in two ways.

First, the interactive research orientation in selecting and applying methods
can ensure internal validity – validity in selection and application of research
methods – as the emphasis on consensus can discourage biased views. Second,
the parameters to explain the current situation were established and developed
during two separate occasions (WG1 & WG2 in fig: 6.2). According to Yin [73],
replicative case studies can diminish threats to internal validity.

As noted by Nielsen & Svensson [57], the interactive research orientation can
also support external validity – generalizability/acceptance of research results.
One of the delimitations of the presented research is the approximation of the
assembly task. However, feedback from participants who attended the industrial
workshops indicates interest in collaborative operations and their acceptance of
the general layout (see chapter 4.) and safety strategy.

6.2.4 Final Remarks

The demonstrator development was marked by a progressive understanding of the
user in terms of the tasks and the environment within which they are expected
to operate. In the context of a workstation, the term user is stated to address a
multi-disciplinary perspective required in the design. To develop demonstrators
that represent solutions that might be feasible in practice, design can be driven
through user-evaluation, where a demonstrator can aid in these activities.

Feedback from users has broad and distinct lines of arguments that can be
distilled down to statements highlighting usefulness for their organization. These
are generally subjective arguments and their implications for the demonstrators
are at the discretion of the research team. Robustness in feedback, referring
to consistency in information from multiple sources is valuable and can be
prioritized, though it is not a guarantee of factuality. Examples of sources
of information are practitioners, documentation, standards as well as own
observation.

Iteration is an observable feature of the methodology presented in this thesis,
where each loop reflects better understanding of the research object. The broad
scope of the problem faced by practitioners relates to the introduction of large
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industrial robots in assembly operations. The question tackled in this thesis
revolves around safety and its influence on the tasks and specification of working
environment.

An iterative approach can be considered a requirement in a collaborative
research environment as it allows for a natural progression in collecting,
interpreting and validating data. A collaborative research environment is
characterized by evolving requirements for the desired situation during the
research phase. That is, new insights and information (such as the publication
of ISO/YS 15066 [100] in 2016) are introduced during the research, affecting the
desired situation.

As noted earlier, fidelity of the demonstrators reflects current understanding
of the research object where demonstrators acts as a platform for discussion and
learning. Demonstrators have proved their usefulness during various activities
such as risk assessment discussions, user-feedback, research dissemination etc.
Therefore, demonstrators function as an experimentation platform for technology
research.

6.3 conclusion

This section details thesis contributions followed by concluding remarks and
future work.

6.3.1 Contributions

Methodological and research contributions of this thesis will be presented briefly.

Methodological Contribution

Demonstrator-based Research (DBR) methodology is presented with an Interactive
Research (IR) orientation. In this environment: 1. Joint-learning that goes on
between researchers and participants is emphasized and 2. Research operations
are delegated between researchers and participants.

Researchers and participants collaborate through the development of
demonstrators in order to gain insight into industrial challenges. It has been
shown that the development of demonstrators can function as an integrating task that
directs action and resources to achieve this aim.

In addition to research and practice systems (fig: 2.2), a learning system has
been proposed to support the systematic design of demonstrators and learning
objectives in an interactive research environment (fig: 6.3). A learning system
can exist within a research university framework and functions to develop and
disseminate research and practice-oriented knowledge.
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Research contributions

Two laboratory demonstrators that showcase safety solutions for collaborative
operations with large robots have been presented in chapter: 4. They
facilitated dissemination of research results to manufacturing organization
through industrial workshops as well as the academic community (Appended
Papers I–VIII). The demonstrators are:

1. A demonstrator that showcases hand-guided assembly of a flywheel housing
cover. The design of the end-effector that includes a hand-guiding tool
mounted on a force-torque sensor is also presented (sec: 4.1).

2. A demonstrator that showcases collaborative assembly on a
continuously-moving line. The design of a safe gripper and the use of
a safety-control system have been detailed (sec: 4.2).

6.3.2 Research Questions

RQ.I: What constitutes a collaborative assembly workstation?

� A collaborative workstation with a large industrial robot can be described
in terms of workspaces, tasks and interaction between operator and robot. A model
for a collaborative workstation is presented in chapter 5.

The robot, operator and collaborative workspaces together form the layout and
correspond to the physical location allocated to the robot and the operator to carry
out tasks. The collaborative workspace permits the robot and the operator to carry
out assembly tasks either together or independently.

Interaction is required for collaboration when an operator needs to synchronize
with the robotic system to complete an assembly cycle. Therefore, defining
the robot, operator and collaborative tasks at the corresponding workspaces
supported by interfaces can allow an operator to safely assemble components
during an assembly cycle.

RQ.II: What are the relevant safety issues for collaborative operations
in automotive assembly plants?

6 RQ.II.A – What are the hazards when industrial robots are operated
collaboratively? 6 RQ.II.B – What are the safety solutions to mitigate
risks associated with these hazards?

� The hazards associated with an automated robotic system have been
documented in safety standards and the solutions to mitigate the associated risks
are widely practiced. However, a collaborative workstation implies close proximity
of humans and robots, which is in contrast to robotic systems that are designed to
be operated within an isolated environment.

An automotive plant is a populated environment and is designed for humans.
In this environment, the probability of occurrence for collisions is high due to
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the proximity necessary for collaboration. Additionally, the probability of hazards
such a crushing, pinching etc. also increases with collaborative operations.

The standard safety practice of installing physical fences can mitigate the risk of
collision by forming a physical barrier between the hazard zone and the operator.
Collaborative workspace, which represents a hazard zone can be monitored using
safety sensors (e. g. Laser scanner, light curtain) in order to bring the system to a
safe state if an intrusion is detected.

Safe-design of the end-effector can be emphasized as it is most likely to come
into contact with an operator. Controlling the speed and spatial location of the
robot arm during collaborative mode can mitigate the effect of a collision. The
effect of a collision or risks of crushing/pinching can be mitigated by designing the
end-effector with passive or active measures. A desirable solution is elimination
of the contact risk.

Strategies for safety should also consider human factors as a cause of a
hazardous situation. In this thesis, a loss of situational or mode awareness (sec: 5.3)
has been shown to result in operators entering a hazardous zone or causing
unintended stops.

The demonstrators have exemplified solutions to mitigate risks associated with
loss of awareness (sec: 4.1 & sec: 4.2) using interfaces such as enabling devices,
warning lamps, buttons etc. Additionally, the possibility of automating the start
and end of collaborative mode (sec: 5.3), which represents a significant hazard in
collaborative operations has been discussed in detail.

6.3.3 Concluding Remarks

In order to better understand the nature of collaborative operations with large
industrial robots, the approach was to develop demonstrators that simulates
assembly workstations. The research activities that led to the demonstrators were
planned and organized with participants from the manufacturing industry.

Development of demonstrators is the essential research tool that engage the
research team to discuss and reflect upon challenges that should be recognized
and addressed. This thesis motivates an interactive research orientation to
achieve validity in research where research validity refers to useful & acceptable
insights that is mutually beneficial for both industrial participants and academic
researchers.

Two physical demonstrators that were developed in a laboratory environment
during the research phase was presented in this thesis. The physical demonstrators
performed two additional research functions: 1. It enabled the research team to
demonstrate usefulness of industrial robots operated collaboratively, 2. It also
permitted the team to gather feedback from probable users that can benefit from
this form of automation.

An analysis of the physical demonstrators shows that there are three aspects
that describes a collaborative workstation. In this thesis, a model was developed
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that articulates the qualities of these aspects namely: 1. well-defined workspaces;
2. synchronised tasks & 3. intuitive interaction.

Safety in collaborative operations is critical and may determine its usefulness.
Therefore, operational risks needs to be methodological identified and evaluated.
Risk Assessment, a standardized safety focussed methodology, can be employed
in conjunction with the development of collaborative systems. The presented
model can support risk assessors in detailing overall system layout, safeguarding
strategies as well as specifying tasks to be performed by the robot and the operator.

Future Work

In order to introduce collaborative robots, the function that can be automated
should be identified as it directly affects efficiency and productivity. The question
is related to the development of methods for task-delegation between an operator
and the industrial robot, as well as identification of current manual workstations
that benefit from robot-assisted automation.

Academic literature discusses intuitive programming of robots with an
emphasis on methods such as hand-guiding and interfaces where the goal is to
reduce the cost of development and maintenance. However, these developments
should consider parameters that affects safe operations while allowing for
flexibility in the system. Therefore, there is a need to develop methods that
considers safety during development of industrial systems.
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